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Opening address

by the Hon. J. B. BOLGER
Minister of Físheries

¡IT gives me much pleasure to be here and to be
associated with this conference, the theme of which
covers one of the most exciting prospects of the New
Zealand fishing scene.

Outside the fishing industry itself, I doubt that one
person in a hundred would have known what the
word pelagic meant even 10 years ago. And though
the fishing industry has long been aware of the
presence of pelagic fish around our shores, the word
has taken on a new meaning for it.

Development and utilisation are two words that are
now closely tied to pelagic fishing and are two of the
many aspects of the pelagic fishing industry that will
be looked at in some depth by this conference.

I have been deeply impressed by the manner in
which the fishing industry has responded to the need
to develop the catching side of this particular fishery
and by that I am lumping all pelagic species into one.

Indic¡tion of enthusiasm

The fact that the Fisheries Research Division of
my Ministry has succeeded in drawing an audience
from all sectors of the industry, from widely
scattered parts of the country, and from overseas is,
I believe, an indication not only of your interest but
of their enthusiasm for what they are doing in trnng
to help the industry. The division's enthusiastic
support for pelagic fishing, and indeed for the fishing
industry in general, is echoed by my Parliamentary
colleagues and, I believe, by the public.

There is a renewed awareness of the potential of
the New Zealand fishing industry and a high
expectation of what the industry has to offer the
naiion. It is quite aPparent that the first pelagic
fisheries seminar, hosted here in Tauranga last year,
was a success in that it enabled a free and frank
interchange of views. It also gave an opportunityfor
various speakers to explain what they are doing in
the pelagic fisheries field and what could be

expected in the future.

One of the reasons for engaging in a substantial
skipjack fishery venture in the summer o11975-76
waiio follow up the promising indications obtained
from previous surveys. Specifically, it was important
to discover whether there was a worth-while
resource which could be exploited by New Zealand-
based vessels, and if there was, to get some

indication of the aimount of fishing this resource
might sustain.

We are all aware that the question of using vessels
from other nations for the purposes of the proving
exercise under New Zealand registration was a
contentious one. l[ believe it would have been
impossible to get the pelagic fishing industry started
in the time it has taken without using foreign
expertise and technology in joint ventures. To all
intents and purpos,es we used foreign boats flying
our flag to prove th.e ¡esource to a satisfactory level
to show us that the fish could be caught in
economically viabk quantities, and we did this at
little or no financial risk to ourselves. I reject the
suggestion that New Zezland could have done as

much by itself in dhe time available.

The manner in u'hich the basic data, vital to the
initial development phase of the industry, rvere
obtained was, I believe, the correct one.

It is easy to put a value on the fish caught during
this initial phase. It is not so easy to put a value on
the knowledge, expertise, and experience gained by
New Zealand during the course of the pelagic fishing
operations in their earþ stages.

If a balance shee,t was drawn up to try to equate
the disadvantages of these overseas boats' involve-
ment v¡ith the adva:ntages we gained, I believe that it
would show that lrTew Zealand came out with a

definite credit. O¡Le of the major advantages, of
course, was time. lfime we saved by not having to
wait for our own catching capacity to expand to the
degree needed to prove that a substantial new
industry could be developed with some degree of
surety that it would succeed.

Wider knowledge

We now know infinitely more about the pelagic
fish that inhabit our waters than we did 5 years ago'
and this knowledge, is without question the result of
the manner in which the pilot or trial fishing was

carried out. It was also imperative that New Zealand
laid claim to as much as it could of the fish resources
within its probable 200-mile zone as soon as

possible. rWe had to show that we could catch and

use the fish living within the zone's waters. This we

have done and in si:gnificant quantities and certainly
to a degree that pr,oves we should not be obliged to



leJ gnly other nations catch the fish under any clause
of the Law of the Sea negotiating text. Our claim has
been adequately staked.

The results of the 1975:76 pelagic fishing season
were repofed at last year's seminar and they were
sufficiently encouraging for our local pelagic
industry to expand into an even bigger venture lãst
summer. Despite what was by all accounts a poor
season for weather and fish abundance, catches were
satisfactory. I understand that later in these
confe¡ence proceedings the data obtained during the
last season will be explained in detail.

We now have a situation where it appears that we
should be able to take at least 10 000 t of skipjack
each year, perhaps substantially more. However,
these fish are notoriously fickle in their behaviour,
and from nolv on it may pay to expand total fishing
effort at a rather more modest rate until we have
conclusively proved, if that is ever possible, just
what we can expect to catch on a regular basis.

'We have gone through the initial phase of proving
the resource. lWhat we must do now is secure the
maximum advantage to New Zealand. Firstly, we
have to determine when either all, or part, of the
catch from the joint-venture boats in New Zealand
can be processed. We must develop some planned
approach on this question. Secondly, we have to
manage the resou¡ce so that we derive the most
benefit possible.

It must be quite clear that these fish are not ours
by.inalienable right. As a highly migratory species
they are, or will be, only ours to catch while we are
in a position to take them either from within our own
economic zorre or from what may be left of the high
seas after everyone's 200-mile zones are in existence.
We must be able to take them either close in or at
considerable distances from shore. In other words,
we must go where they are, for they will not always
come to us.

N.Z. super-seiner

The ner
that is on
the wo trd,
cannot be viewed with anything but favour. For too
long we have heard complaints about foreign vessels
coming to "our" waters and taking ,,our', Íish while
we were too poorly equipped to do the reverse. f
believe it right and proper to congratulate the New
Zealand Pelagic Fisheries Development Company,
who, with Finisterre, have put New Zealand oi tlie
international fisheries map.

Since the end of the 1976-77 summer this
company has been fishing the eastern Pacific with, I

company in no way belittle the efforts of the smaller
purse seiners which were operating last season.

As you will hear later in the conference, there is

Blind betief

I know we all accept that scientific research has an
important place in the fishing industry. Research is a
useful adjunct to the knowledge learnt in the school



of hard knocks, and the industry would derive
tremendous benefit from close and continued co-

the con-ference.

lVork of smaller vessels

creditable fishery in total. Inevitably the more
imoortance the fi-shery as a whole assumes the more
imþortance that will be attached to the endeavours
of the smaller oPerator.

rch , and
Lich being
the ed to,
to,

Research and develoPment

basis, I am sure th.at this conference will be even
more successful th¿Ln the last one.

On that note it gives me much pleasure to declare
this conference officially oPen.

DISCUSSION

Mr Bolger was
fishine. which wer
with tlbse for food

that the Government was
er incentives and asked for

o him.
competition within the 12-
Zealand vessel oPerators

e seiners on charter to New



Skipjack research in the Pacific-prospects and
priorities*

by R. C. FRANCIS
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

which skipjack research could be most productive,
the South Pacific Commission, Internatiônal Center
for Living Aquatic
and Agriculture Org
and Inte¡-American

December 7976. In this paper some of the findings
and recommendations of this meeting (Anon. 1976)
and their implications to fisheries rãsearch in New
Zealand are discussed. In particular three major
topics are covered:

1. The scope, nature, and dynamics of skipjack
fisheries in the Pacific Ocean.

2. The present state of knowledge and research
needs on the population structure of skipjack in
the Pacific.

3. The relationship between physiological and
environmental (hydrological) research in assaying
skipjack fishery potential, with particular refer-
ence to the developing New Zealand fishery.

SkÍpjack fisheries of the Pacific
In the past decade there has been a major

expansion in the skipjack fisheries of the pacific
Ocean. A rough summary of ,the statistics, many of
which were merely guesses of total catch based on
info¡mation available during the meeting, is given in
Table L. This shows that the total South pacific catch

catches have increased about four-fold, whereas the
catches in the Japanese home waters and in the
eastern Pacific have fluctuated without any marked
trend.

TABLE 1: Catches of sklpjack ln tùe paclfic Ocean.

Area
Papua New Guinea
Solomon Islands
Japan, southern waters
Palau
Philippines
Indonesia
Total, area 77
lapan, lome islands (area 61)
Total,_West Pacific (âreas 61i 71)
New Zealand (area È1)
Tahiti
Hawaü
Eastern Pacific Ocean
Total, areas 77,87+
Total, Pacific

Catches (t x 1000)
L972 L973 7974

12 27 40
8610

80 107 745-196
235

27 27 77
110)

723 L7o 22i-2i8
156 207 728
279 37t 355+06

111
553

33 4s 79
39 51 83318 422 438489

15
7

(133)
7

(18)
(10)
190

t970
2
0

53
8
0

63
151
214

1

3
56
60

274

L97t
77

5
79

2
1

t04
99

203

1

6
105
LIz
315 -

L975

(1r7)
307

1
I
J

116
r20
428

1976

26
77

r (160-200)
6

(20)
(10)

)?o_)'70
(100-140)

379
5
1

4
130
r37
527*Source of data: Kearney (1976).

ifleures in parentheses á.ê ¡asé¿ on available statistics up to 1974 and
+Ihese areas are shown in Fig. l.

10

estimates fo¡ 1975 and,1976.



There are several series of data of catch per unit
effort that can be examined as possible measures of
the changes in relative abundance of skipjack in the
western Pacific. These are summarised in Table 2.

All data are based on the catch per day (at sea or
fishing) of bait boats and are subject to possible
errors. In particular, they are likely to be subject to
saturation because of the limited capacity of the gear
"^. handling large catches, so that the figures of
catch per unit effort are likely to underestimate the
yeaþto-year changes in the density of fishing on the
grounds, particularly at high catch rates. Moteover,
no corrections have been possible for differences in
efficiency among gear or for changes in the average
fishing power of the vessels in the fleet.

All the measures of catch per unit effort, with the

exception of those for the Japanese southern fishery,
show considerable fluctuations, which are typical
also of skipjack fisheries elsewhere (eastern Pacific
and Atlantic). The longest series of data on the
western Pacific-those of the Japanese home
fishery-show year-tr)-year differences of up to three
times. There is also some evidence, especially in
local fisheries, that there may be longer periods of
fluctuations, so that ,a few years of good catches will
be followed by some years of much lower catches.
These variations are important in deciding on future
fishery policy, for e:rample, concerning investment
in new vessels, sincre future catches can be quite
diffe¡ent from estimates made on L or 2 years' data.

The participants a1: the Noumea meeting discussed
whether these fluctuations in catch rates were due to

r20' ì40' tó0" E t8o'w tóo' l4o" l:io" loo' tio' óo'

è- 2o2
0 20"0o'N

!A

{gr'\.

,S

@
l¿0"

Fig. 1: FAO statistical areas in the Pacific Ocean.
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TABLE 2: Catches per unlt eflort ln some westem Paclflc sklpiack fisherles.

Fishery

Papua New Guineat
Solomon Islandsf
Palauf
Japanese southem fisheryt
'Source of data: Kearney (1976).
tTonnes per boat per day.
tTonnes per boat per month.

real or apparent changes in the abundance of
skipjack. The fluctuations are often similar over
wide areas, which suggests that some large-scale
environmental phenomena are responsible. The
general feeling at the meeting was that fluctuations
in catch per unit effort reflected real changes in the
abundance of skipjack, but the changes in catch per
unit effort were not necessarily proportional to the
changes in abundance.

It appears that the general magnitude of the catch
rate of any skipjack fishery in a given year (or from a
given cohort of fish) is largely determined by
environmental factors. Figure 2 provides an example
of this and is drawn from Forsberg and Francis

(1976). It relates a given cohort'catch of skipjack in
the eastern Pacific fishery to the 6-month Southern
Oscillation Index (the mean difference in barometric
pressure between Easter Island and Darwin,
Australia) at the approximate time the cohort was
spawned. The Southern Oscillation Index is beüeved
to be a good indicator of sea surface temperature in
the area (between 0'and 30'S and 130"W and 180')
where most of the fish caught in the eastern Pacific
fishery originate. However, this does not preclude
the possibility that the precise levels of the catch
rates are also being affected by fishing effort.

Since no stock or population is unlimited,
increased fishing must at some point or points begin

L970

4.8

9I
5.26

t97L

4.2
5.7

20
5.83

CatcVeffort
t972 L973 L974

2.7 3.7 4.4
2.3 3.2 4.7

30 38 50
6.43

t975 L976

2.7 5.1

64 50

^ 120ooo
-:
6 roo

or
.s

€80
o

oT
ôr-r ó0

ó-month Southern Oscillotion lndex (mb)

Fig. 2: Relationship between cohort catch of skipjack in the eastern Pacific and the 6-month Southern Oscillation Index at the
approximate time the cohort was spawned.

Cohort cotch in short tons ('1000) = I73-10.ó (S.O. lndex)

r = -0.69 (P < O.0l)

67o 12= O-48

T2



to affect significantly the local abundance of the
stock or the catch rates. These two points need not
necessarily occur at the same time. For example, the
catch rate may fall before the abundance is affected
owing to interference between vessels. Furthermore,
if the fishery is operating on the fringe of a large
population, a local reduction in stock abundance
may be insignificant in relation to the abundance of
the entire population. Moderate reductions in catch
rate or in the abundance of a stock or population are
not in themselves proof that the stock or population
has become fully exploited or is in any sense "over-
fished" (Fig. 3).

For the long-established Japanese home-water
fishery some evidence suggests that current levels of
fishing have reduced the catch rates. This is
supported by the fact that the Japanese skipjack
fishermen have found it necessary to extend their
operations southwards.

In the more southern waters the total catches up
to about 7970 were not of sufficient magnitude to
have been expected to have any detectable effect on
the stocks. With the high degree of natural variation,
the recent period of increasing catches has been so
short that the effects of fishing would be detectable
only if they were extremely severe. It is clear, for
example, from the high value of catch per unit effort
in Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands in
7976, that this is not so and that, up to the present,
fishing has not detectably reduced the abundance of
the stock.

It is not possible, however, to determine whether
or not more moderate reductions in catch rates (for
example, by ¡¡p to half the values that would have
occurred if there had been no fishery), which are
typical of fisherieri making moderate or full
utilisation of a resource, are beginning to occur. This
important determin¿rtion must await further study,
for which the availability of longer series of data,
improved measures of catch per unit effort, bette¡
estimation of the stock structure so as to allocate
catches from each fishery to the correct subpopula-
tion, and quantitative information of the effect of
environmental factols on abundance and availability
are likely to be particularly useful.

The participants at Noumea discussed the
possibility of estimating the total potential catch that
could be taken from the whole Pacific. Some
estimates of this potential have been published,
varying from 500 00tl to 1 200 000 t upwards. These
estimates were mader when the Pacific catch was only
200 000 to 300 000 t. Current catches are approach-
ing the lower estimates, but there are still wide areas.
in the central Pacific in which no significant catches
are taken. Even in the western Pacific there are, at
least in good years, large unfished areas, though the
stocks in these areas may be exploited in other parts
of their range. It seems therefore that significan't
further increase in the Pacific skipjack catches can
be taken, particularly from those stocks or
subpopulations occuLrring in the central and South
Pacific.

Population struch¡rer

Population identification is essential to the
assessment of the interactions between fisheries and
to enable the predic-tion of the possible effects of
exploitation of a llishery in one area on other
fisheries.

An attempt was nlade at the Noumea meeting to
define the basic terms in population identification as

follows:
PopulatÍon-all individuals of a species which
inhabit a specified region (for example, all
skipjack tuna in the Pacific Ocean).
Subpopulation-a subset of a population which is
a self-sustaining genetic unit (for example,
Fujino's (1972) prostulated western Pacific skip-
jack subpopulation).
Stock-the exploitable group of fish existing in a
particular area at a particular time (for example,
the group of skipjack tuna exploited by the New
Zealand purse-seine fishery during the 197Ç77
fishing season).

It was pointed out that a stock could consist of
elements from several subpopulations.

oo
12oo
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30 50 70 90 ll0
Stondordised efforî in doys ('10000)

Fig. 3: Relationship between catch per unit effort and effort in
the Japanese home islands skipjack fishery (Kasahara
LeTs).
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Little is known about the population structure of
skipjack in the Pacific. Two hypotheses rvere put
forward at the meeting based on biochemical
genetics and tagging. These hypotheses indicate that
the stocks of Pacific skipjack can be divided into at
least two (Fig. a) and possibly as many as five (Fig.
5) subpopulations. In the first hypothesis the New
Zealand skipjack fishery would be exploiting a stock
from which 50 000 to 150 000 t are now being
removed annually; whereas in the second it would be
virtually the sole major exploiter of the stock visiting
its waters. There is no question that it is of
paramount importance to the assessment and
management of the developing New Zealand fishery
to ascertain what the stock structure of skipjack is in
the Pacific.

Püysiology and the environment

Skipjack must feed, migrate, obtain oxygen, and
dissipate the heat produced in these activities. These
physiological requirements determine certain
environmental conditions (particularly temperature
and oxygen content) which are favourable to
skipjack and which vary according to the size of the
animal.

An example of this is a general hypothesis on
Pacific skipjack distribution as a function of size put
forward by Kearney (1976). Though this hypothesis
is based largely on circumstantial evidence, he
supports the notion that growing skipjack undertake
both lateral and vertical migrations to optimise their
environment relative to their changing physiological

oó-? lQs_

:W

.-Society ls.

Fig. 4: Hypothesised Pacific Ocean skipjack population srn¡cture (Fujino 1976).
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needs. The life history can be divided into the
following stages:

1. Skipjack spawning is concentrated in the warm
equatorial \ilaters of the central and western Pacific.

2. Eggs are produced and larvae develop through-
out the water column about the thermocline, though
their vertical distribution throughout the water mass
may not be homogeneous.

3. Lawal development and growth are associated
with a preference for slightly cooler water (28'c),
with the largest larvae preferring the coldest water.

4. Post-larvae and small juveniles migrate verti-
cally to about the 20-23c isotherms, where (a) they
tend to avoid predation by adults, and (b) feeding
may well be more favou¡able.

5. the juveniles tend to ¡s¡¡ain on or about the
?Ic isotherm, migrating polewards (some go
eastwards) and emerging at the surface (at an age of
about 1 year and a size of about 4ü) mm), where the
20'c isotherm meets the surface (in the western
Pacific off Japan and New 7,r,aland).

6. As adults the,¡ remain in the surface layers,
slowly migrating back and forth with the seasons into
more equatorial waters for eventual spawning.

7. Mature adults tend to migrate smaller distances
in each subsequent year. As they grow into large fish
(10 kg) their physiological limitations in relation to
their environment gradually ¡estrict them to a
greatly reduced habitat.

These hypothesis,ed vertical and lateral migrations
are illustrated in simple form in Fig. 6.

The best conditi<lns for catching skipjack in the
eastern Pacific occur when there is a surface layer of
water favourable to skipjack sufficiently deep to be
attractive to the fish (that is, not less than about
40 m), but sufficiently shallow to keep the fish within
range of the gear (that is, not deeper than about
80 m). For the eastern Pacific, and areas with fish of
similar requirements, this means that purse-seine
fishing is most prornising where the 20'c isotherm is

from 50 to 80 m deep. In addition, a limiting
concentration of dissolved oxygen of 2.5 ml/l may act

Ehàì,] Mtx

Fig. 5: Hypothesised Pacific Ocean skipjack population structure (Sharp 1976).
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Equotor 4O'N or S

40"N or S

Generol direction of migrotion

Fig. 6: Hypothesised vertical and lateral migrations of skipjack
as a function of life history (Kearney 1976).

as a barrier to the escape of skipjack from purse-
seine gear. These hydrographic conditions occur, on
the average, over a fairly wide area off the American
coasts, but elsewhere they are known to occur only
in narrow strips at the northern (off Japan) and
southern (off New Zealand) extremities of the
skipjack range.

Since it appears that an understanding of the
relationship between skipjack physiology and
environmental conditions will lead to a better
understanding of skipjack fishery dynamics, two
major reseaich projects should be undertaken in this
respect:
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1. A study of the physiological tolerances of
skipjack (in particular to temperatu¡e and oxygen),
with special emphasis being placed on fisheries
existing in extreme conditions: Papua New Guinea,
a warm environment, and New Zealand, a cold
environment. It should be emphasised that phy-
siological data should be obtained from the available
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be required to carry XBT or BT equipment on board
and provide thermal profiles of fishing areas on a
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bearing on the success and planning of the fishery
its_elf. For example, a better understanding of thê
relationship of skipjack to their environment could
enable one to predict locations of favou¡able fishing
conditions at any time provided that a timely
environmental monitoring system existed in a
particular skipjack fishery.

This knowledge would also be useful in the study
of skipjack population dynamics. Firstly, the total
volume of "suitable" \ryater determines the relation
between average density of fish and their total
abundance. Secondly, the conditions on the fishing
grounds, particularly the depth of "suitable" water,
determine the vulnerability of the fish to the gear
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determine the relationship between observed catch
rates (catch per unit effort) and the actual stock
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Skipjack biology and the 1976-77 pursie-seine fishery

by G. HABIB
Scientist, Fisheries Research Divísion,
Ministry of Agriculture and Físheries, Wellington

TIF'E 7976-77 summer was the second season of the
developing purse-seine skipjack tuna fishery in New
Zealaid wáters. As in the previous season, the
Fisheries Divisions of the Ministry of Agriculture

ard the
record

al data.

The vessels were Apollo, 78.8 m (259 ft) long,

90 t.

The first four vessels fished under charter to New

L372m (2100 to 4500 fÐ in length and 64 to 165 m
(2I0 to 540 ft) in depth.

A set is defined as any time the net was released
into the water to entrap school fish and then
retrieved; a successful set was one in which at least
1 t of skipjack was caught.

Moon phase perioris run from the day that a phase

began to the day before the following phase began.

The ranges given with mean catch effort data refer
to the range of catcJh per unit of effort between the
performances of the top and bottom vessels in the
purse seine fleet.

Effort
The season was atrout 5 months long, beginning in

mid November and finishing in April. During this
time the fleet worlked 797 season-days (Fig. 1).
Changes from last season (see Habib 7976), owing
mainly to the large increase in the numbe¡ of vessels
(up 720Vo), were in number of season-days (up
64Va), nu'nber of rlays searching and fishing (up
l02Vo), numbe¡ of days lost through weather (up

5 doys lost - no fish

Fig, 1: Days fished a¡rd days lost in the 197Ç77 purse-seine
skipjack fishery in New Zealand.

THE PURSE.SEINE FISIIERY

Definitions

In the following analyses a season'day is defined as

any day that a purse sèiner spent in activity related

to the skipjacli fishery. This includes days spent
searching ând fishing, days in port, days spent at

anchor 
-or drifting- because of poor weather,

mechanical problems, or no fish sightings, and days

spent travelling.
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90Vo), and number of days lost through breakdowns
(rp775%). However, less time ìvas spent in port and
travelling, mainly because the larger seiners made
fewer trips to Pago Pago, in American Samoa, to
offload.

Proportionately (that is, as a proportion of the
total number of season-days) there were increases in
numbers of days searching and fishing (up l0.9Vo),
days lost through weather (up 2.2Vo), and days lost
through breakdowns (up 6.8Vo) and decreases in
days in port (down 72Vo) and travelling (down
8.5Vo). Though the weather was marginally worse
during the 797Ç77 season, searching and fishing
time increased considerably, as larger vessels stayed
on the fishing grounds for most of the season without
unloading.

Catch and effort by month
During the 453 days fished 7547 t of skipjack were

caught, L57 t in November, 201 t in December,
3727 t in January, 1885 t in February, 2737 t in
March, and 40 t in April (Fig. 2). The average catch
per month was 1257 t. The average number of days
fished per month was 76: There were considerably
mo¡e sets made in January than in any other month
(209,35Vo of all sets). A high proportion of these
were successful (124, 59Vo of January sets) and
yielded the largest catch by month. Means of catch
per season-day, per day fished, per set,.and per
successful set generally rose'to and fell from high
values in January Fig. 2 right-hand axis). There
were exceptionally high means recorded in
November, when the only vessel fishing during that
month experienced very good fishing for a short
period. The rise and fall of catch and effort resulted
partty from seasonal fluctuations in the number of
loessóls in the fishery (1 in November, 4 in
December, 7 in January, 10 in February and March,
and 5 in April) and partly from variations in the size
and availability of the resource. [Evidence for the
"seasonality" of the skipjack resouce may be found
in I. T. Clement's paper on page 35.] During 197G
77 highest catches were taken in January (catch up
7.ZVo fromthe 1975-:76 season as a proportion of the
season's catch) and March (catch up 75.7Vo). The
high catches during these months probably related to
the observed peaks of abundance of skipjack in the
fishery at these times.

Catch and effort by time of day

Over half of the skipjack (4134 t) were caught
during the afternoon, two-fifths (2765 t) in the
morning, and the remainder (642 t) in the evening.
Effort was similarly apportioned, with 349 sets
(57Vo) in the afternoon,229 (38%) in the morning,
and 31 (5Vo) in the evening. Mean catches per set

and per successful set in the morning were 13.4 t and
26.8 t respectively, in the afternoon 11.5 tand22.5 t,
and in the evening 14.3 t and 22.9 t. The earliest set
was made at07t5 hours N.Z.S.T., the latest at 2050
hours. Though catch and effort were higher this
season than in the last, the trends were very similar
except that evening fishing yielded less of the total
catch, and, apart from the morning period, catches
per set and per suc;cessful set tvere lower than in
t975:76.

Catch and effort by moon phase

Quantities of fish caught during the phases were
1892 t during nelv rnoon (25Vo of total catch, with
L50 sets, yielding t2:,.6 t per set),2536 t in the first
quarter (34Vo,189 sets, 13.5 t per set), L436 t during
full moon (19Vo,130'sets, 11 t per set), and 7676tin
the last quarter (21tVo, 141 sets, L1.9 t per set).
Numbers and me¿tns of successful sets varied
similarþ (Fig. 3). As during last season, the size of
catch and the amount of effort were directly related.
Last season's new-moon predominance $ras replaced
by the first quarter this season possibly because of
increased fishing activity associated with increased
abundance and/or availability of skipjack during this
phase.

Catch and effort by area

Seining was done in five areas on the North Island
coast (Fig. 4, Table 1). These tvere areas A, north-
west of North Cape; B, North Cape to Cavalli
Islands; C, Cavalli Islands to Shoe Island (mainly
east of Great Barrier Island); D, Bay of Plenty; and
J, Gannet Island tc' New Plymouth.

Nearly 60Vo oL aill skipjack were caught in area C
(4369 t), during 300 season-days (4L.2Vo), and 195
days of searching and fishing (43.4Vo), in almost half
(1a5) of all successf'ul sets made during the season.
Catch rates there were high (14.6 t per season-day,
22.4 t per day fishe:d, 15.4 t per set, and 30.1 t per
successful set) ancl ]vere comparable with. rates
obtained in area B last season (then called area A)
(per set 20.6 t, per successful set 31.7 t).

This season area C simply replaced B as the
location of the largest and most consistent quantities
of purse-seinable skipjack. In area B 1483 t were
taken, 79.7% of ther season's catch and less than half
of the catch in this area last season. Catch rates in
areaB, too, rvere considerably lower (see Table 1).
The highest catch rate mean was in area J (38.9 t per
successful set), where a short period of fishing in
March yielded 75Vo of. the season's catch in only
17% of. days fished (Table 1). In this a¡ea there were
40 schools at the surface on several occasions, some
of which contained over 100 t of fish. Catch rates in
area J could have been higher, but the fish were hard
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TABLE 1: Catch, effort, and catch per unlt of eflort by area, and season me¡¡s tn lhe 197Ç77 sklpjack flshery ln New Ze¡lend

Effort
Days

searching
and

fishing
%of

No. total
8 1.8

119.5 26.6
L95 43.4
77.5 t1.3
49 10.9

449

Area
A
B
c
D
J

Total
Mean

Catch
Quantitv

(Ð

125
1 483
4 369

437
L t27
7 541

Season
days

Vo of. Vo of
total No. total
L.7 10.5 1.4

19.7 150 20.6
57.9 300 41.2
5.8 203.5 28.0

14.9 63.5 8.8
727.5

Successful
sets

Vo of
No. total

I 2.s
85 27.0

t45 46.0
48 15.3
29 9.2

315

Mean catch,/effort

Catch
per day
searching Catch

and per
fishing set(0 (t)
15.6 12.5
12.4 11.3
22.4 t5.4
5.6 4.5

23.0 12.8

Setg
%ol

No. total
10 1.ó

131 21.5
283 46.5
97 15.9
88 14.5

609

Catch
per

season.
day
(t)

71.9
9.9

14.6
2.7

17.7

r0.4

Catch
per

successful
set
(t)

15.6
t7.4
30.1

9.1
38.9

New moon First quorler Lost quorter
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to net; only one-third of sets were successful,
compared with the season's mean for all areas of
52Vo. Small quantities of skipjack were also taken in
the Bay of Plenty (437 t,5.8Vo) and off North Cape
(I25 t, 7.7Vo).

Catch data collected during the last four seasons
(see York 7969, Eggleston 1976) show that the
distribution of major concentrations of skipjack
varies between and within seasons, probably in
response to environmental parameters [for environ-
mental data see D. Eggleston and L. J. Paul's paper
on page 751.

Catch and effort and l2-mille fishÍng zone

With the considerable controversy which has
accompanied the entry to the New Zealand skipjack
fishery of large purse seiners during the last two
seasons, much interest has centred on the
distribution of fishing in relation to the t2-mile
fishing zone. In both seasons most of the fishing was
done where the major concentrations of skipjack
were found. lfowever, this distribution differed
markedly between the seasons (Table 2).In7975-76
80Vo of the total skipjack catch was taken from
inside the l2-mile fishing zone. But in197Ç77 only
2l% of. the catch was from within the zone. Catch
rates from inside the zone rvere only one-half to one-
third those of the previous season, which partly
reflects the performance of the smaller New Zealand
fishing vessels in 1976-77. Catch rates outside the
zone were similar in both seasons.

TABLE 2: C¡tch and effort d¡t¡ lor c¡tches l¡slde ald outside the
l2.nrlle fishing zone by purse-selne vesscls in the 197$76 and

lYlÊl1 s€aso¡rs

Catch
Season (t)

7975-76 Inside 3 759
Outside 956

197Ç77 Inside 1 559
Outside 5 982

No. of Catch/ Catch/
successful set successful

sets (t) set (t)
L40 16.0 26.9
32 15.0 30.0

138 5.9 11.3
777 t7.4 33.8

BIOLOGY

Length-frequency distributions
During the 197Ç1'7 season MAF observers on the

purse seiners measured 16 985 skipjack (0.6Vo of the
estimated total number of fish caught during the
season). Catches sarr¡þled by area were 5 in A, 23 in
B, 54 in C, 14 inr D, and 19 in J. All length
measurements lvere grouped by 2-week intervals by
alea to provide a full record of the length
composition of the catches throughout the season
(Fig. 5). This figure also shows the changes in the
location of the fishery during the season.

Early season catches were dominated by fish
about 51-52 cm long. This group, which was about
15% of. the estimated total number of skipjack
caught during the season (nearly 3 million fish), was
present in areas B and C until February (Fig. 5,
Table 3). In Dec,ember a 53- to 56-cm group
appeared in area C and later in B and D and
persisted to the end of the season. This group made
up about 15% of. all fish caught. In January the
major size group, with a length mode at 47 to 49 cm,
entered the fishery. This group appeared about the
same time in areas A, B, and C, a little later in D
(early February), arnd later still in area J (early
March); it was present until the end of the season
and comprised an estimated 44Vo of all fish taken in
the fishery. Minor grroups of larger fish (57 to 58 cm,
60 to 61 cm, and 66 cm) occurred from January to
March and groups of small fish (37 cm, 39 to 40 cm)
in March and April (Table 3).

Unlike the growth observed last season, growth
indicated by movements of the modal size of groups
of fish during the season was not apparent. Based on
growth curve figures by Vooren (L976), the possible
age range of skipjack in this season's fishery was 15
to 36 months, with the fish in the main group about
22 months. This cornpares with last season's 12- to
3O-month range and main group of about 20 months
and 44 to 47 cm in length. Only about 70Vo of. the

Present in catches in

Dec Jan Feb Mar

No. of
sets

240
il

265
344

TABLE 3: Propordons of dlfferent stue groups 
åtJid"Å:rt*"n.: iï"i;i",f å-JHr"þ*"* 

,o*d durtns the tetÇ77 seeson ¡nd the

Length
(cm)

5t
3940
4749
5r-52
53-s6
57-58
6Mt

66

+Total 2 910 082.

Estimated
number in

season's catch

Vo of est.
total number of
skipjack caught*

0.t7
0.69

44.n
15.00
15.00
3.20
1.00
0.t2

Ap.

+
+
+

+
+

+++
++++ ++++

++
+++

+

5 019
20 030

L 275 768
434 774
433 426
93 36t
42 341
3 467
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fish taken this season were less thzn 47 cm, whereas
in the 7973:74 season fish in the main group were
about 45 cm long. During 197+75 fish in the main
group were about 51 cm. This type of variation in
length range of the main body of fish from season to
season is likely to be a feature of the New Zealand
fishery and possibly reflects variation in growth rate
between seasons of fish originating from one area of
the south-west Pacific Ocean or the passage through
New Zealand waters of cohorts from different areas
of the Pacific Ocean.

Length-weight relationship
Fish weights (including stomach contents) and

fork lengths of 120 skipjack taken from catches
during March 1977 were measured. Stomachs in
most of the fish were empty or contained only small
amounts of food.

A linear regression equation was fitted to the
logarithms of weight and length. The equation took
the form:

log" W: -12.57 +3.29 log" L
where IVis total body weight (g) and Z is fork length
(cm). This curve fitted the data closely (Fig. 6) and
was similar to the curve derived by Vooren (1976)
for last season's fish. The weights predicted for given
lengths by the equation are given in Table 4.

40 44 48 52 5ó ó0 64 ó8 72

Length (cm)

Fig. 6: Length-weight relationship of skipjack caught by purse
seine in the 797Ç77 skipjack fishery in New Zealand.

TABLE 4: Expected weights for given lengtbs of sklpjack caught
durlng the 19Ç77 æason

Length Weight(c-) (e)
30 490
3L 545
32 605
33 670
34 739
35 813
36 892
37 976
38 1 066
39 1 161
40 7 267
41 1 368
42 1 481
43 I 600

Gonad condition

From December 7976 to March 1977,27 samples
of skipjack ranging from 3 to 50 fish per sample
(total 343 fish, 195 females and 148 males) were
collected on the purse seiners. Samples came from
all areas in the fishery and were collected at various
times during the day. The gonads were examined
and weighed. Female gonads ranged in weight from
3 lo 32 g, though one fish had considerably larger
gonads weighing 49.7 g. Male gonads ranged from
0.2 to 1a g (Fig. 7).

Skipjack have been found to undergo their first
spawning after reaching about 45 cm in length
(Brock 1954, Yoshida'7964). As the mean lengths of
skipjack in this season's samples were all greatel
than 45 cm, it is likely that these fish had spawned or
were soon to spawn in other parts of their range.
However, there was little evidence for this; all ova in
the female gonads were less than 0.15 mm in
diameter ("immature" by various classifications, see
Raju 1964), and male gonads showed no signs of
development,

Food and feeding

Stomach contents were investigated in the fish
examined for gonad condition. Almost 25Vo of. the
stomachs lvere empty. Those with food were all less
than full, most less than a quarter full (Fig. 8). The
fullness curves in this figure were derived from an
observation made by Magnuson (1969) on captive
skipjack that the maximum capacity of a skipjack
stomach is about 7% of. its body weight. The full
stomach curve represents weight values equivalent
to lVo of the body weights of fish of lengths from 44
to 68 cm, and the other curves are half and one-
quarter of those values. The curves are likely to be
too high, as the few stomachs which appeared quite
full did not register as such in the figure.
Nevertheless the curves give a scale of reference to
the scatter of food weights and indicate the level of
feeding.

Length Weight(cm) (e)
s8 428r
59 4 529
60 4786
67 5 054
62 5 331
63 5 619
64 5 918
6s 6228
66 6 548
67 6 880
68 7 224
69 7 579
70 7 947

Length Weight("-) G)44 1726
45 1 853
46 I 997
47 2L44
48 2298
49 2 459
50 2 628
51 2 805
52 2989
53 3 183
54 3 385
55 3 595
56 3 815
57 4043

G; s000

Í
tt)
Q 4000
t

3000
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Fis. 7: Gonad weiplrt plotted against body length of skipjack
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Stomachs with foodi contained predominantly the

e).

Skipjack poput¡tion identification

Since 1962 skipjack blood and tissue samples-have

been collected fiom the Pacific Ocean, and the
en analYsed
The most

ïnn:t"*""i;
conclusion from these analyses is that skipjack in the

Pacific can be divided into western and central and

Nyctiphones oustrolis 93'27"

Fic. 8: Stomach fullness plotted against bodl. length of
":i.ipl;"k;;gtt ¡ t¡. tsl'Ç77 pursé-seine skipjack fishery

in New T,r,aland.
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eastern populations (Fujino 1970, 1972, 1976).
Recent work points to the existence of a number óf
subpopulations within Fujino's larger population
units. Skipjack which migrate into-New healand
waters appear to come f¡om one of these

subpopulations. Preliminary findings indicate that
New Zealand skipjack are distinct from other pacific
stocks and are predisposed towards living in colder
waters than other stocks. Work is continuing in this
field.

References
BRocK, V. E. 1954: Some aspecrs of the biology of the aku,

Katsuwonus oelamis, iri the Hawaiian lííanas. fact¡ti
Science 8:94-104.

DrscusstoN
. The.co-operation of all skippers on the purse seiners in

the skipjack fishery was graieïuily acknoivledged.

There was a call for more comprehensive temperature
and salinity data during the skipjaók season to relãte to the
fishing dafa.
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The 197ç77 tuna fishery from small vessels

by G. HABIB
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,
Minístry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

and

R. M. CADE
Technician, Fisheries Management Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Tauranga

THE tunas taken by small vessels in New Zealand
waters during the t97Ç77 season were albacore
(Thunnus alalunga), skipjack (Katsuwonus
pelamis), and a few yellowfin (Thunnus albacares).
This paper refers only to the first two species. Both
albacore and skipjack are migratory species which
range widely in the world's oceans, breeding in
tropical waters and in summer moving into higher
latitudes on feeding migrations. Last season they
first became evident in New Zealand waters in
November 1976 and were present in the fishery until
Nlay 7977.

The small-vessel fishery for these species was
pursued mainly at three localities: Greymouth-
Hokitika, Gisborne-Napier, and Bay of Plenty based
at Whakatane, with small quantities being landed at
several other localities. The Fisheries Divisions of
the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF)
placed logs on niany of the vessels, and observers
made occasional sea trips to collect catch, effort, and
biological data. The analysis of these data with data
from past seasons forms the basis of this paper.

Location of the fishery

Albacore. Small vessels have traditionally fished
for this species in three areas: (L) off the east coast of
the No¡th Island, mainly south of East Cape (York
t969); (2) off the west coast of the North Island out
of New Plymouth (Slack 1972, Roberts 1974); and
(3) off Greymouth-Hokitika, west coast, South
Island (Roberts, Baker, and Slack 1972, Roberts
1975, 7977).In the 797Ç77 season fishing was done
mainly out of Napier and Greymouth with some also
from Whakatane (Fig. 1).

SkÍpiack. This speciä:s is found predominantly in
North Island waters from North Cape to Napier in
the east and south to New Plymouth in the west.

Small vessels which landed skipjack last season

operated from Whakatane and Napier, where
skipjack and albacore catches were often mixed.

Classes of vessel

There were 85 vessels in the fishery, ranging from
5 to 16 m long. TïLe seasonal nature of the fishery
and its uncertainty (mainly because of low catches in
1975:76) and present depressed economic state

27

Fig. 1: Fishing areas in the 191Ç77 small-vessel tuna fishery in
New Zealand.
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The number h area each
month varied i çatch (Fig.
2). As albaco so did'the
vessels and landings. The numbers of vessels and
landings by month were: December, 2 vessels, 2
l_a_ndiry_s ; January, 24, 33 ; February, 66, 177 ;March,
67, 187; April, 23, 58; and May, 3, 3.
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TABLE 2: Albacore catches by time of day in the New Ze¡land small-vessel fÍshery, 197Ê77 season

Time
period

0600-0900
090È1200
1200-1500
1500-1800
1800-2100
After 2100
N.Z. total and mean

Albacore catch rates

Catch data in sufficient detail were available from
34 vessels (Greymouth 4, Napier 25, Whakatane 5)
to enable the calculation of catch rates (number per
100 hook-hours). Despite the disparity in the
number of vessels by area, the trend was much as

expected, with rates of 174,128, and 100 albacore
per 100 hook-hou¡s off Greymouth, Napier, and
Whakatane respectively (mean fo¡ all vessels L40)
(Table 3). There were some wide ranges in catch
rates between individual vessels (for example,
Napier 37410 per 100 hook-hours). The low values
were generated by vessels which fished for only a

few days during periods of poor fishing; conversely
the high values were registered by vessels which
fished only when albacore were abundant.
Nevertheless we think that the calculated rates
represent reasonable estimates of rates which were
generally experienced in the fishery. In comparisons
between the top vessels fishing the different areas
the same t¡end was obtained, though catch rates for
Greymouth, Napier, and Whakatane vessels were
higher (L95, 1.62, and L47 respectively) (Table 3).

Catch rates varied markedly with the time of
season. For example, one vessel which fished
consistently for most of the season had monthly
catch rates of 58, 184, 157,229, and 88 fish per L00
hook-hours for January to May; a December rate,
obtained by the only two vessels fishing during that
month, was 9 fish per 100 hook-hours. The rise and
fall in these iates corresponded with the fluctuation
in the numbers of albacore in the fishery during the
season.

Area
Greymouth
Napier
Whakatane
Greymouth
Napier
rffhakatane

Vessels

4
25

5
Top A-class vessel
Top A-class vessel
Top A-class vessel

No. of Vo of Mean No. of
day total No. of fish per time

samples day samples period per day

70 t4 34.9
98 20 30.7

118 24 27.3
105 2t 30.5
84 77 32.2
22 4 24.6

497 30.4

Some catch rates for earlier years are available for
comparison. In 19(í5, 1966, and L967 York (1969)
recorded rates of 27, 42, and 9 albacore per L00
hook-hours in the area Whakatane to Napier. A
somewhat higher rate (80) was recorded for 1968 in
this area (Slack 1969b). In 1970 one vessel averaged
a rate of 444 fislr per 100 hook-hours off New
Plymouth (Slack 7972), and in the same area and to
the north of it in 7972 a catch rate range of 5ó to 307
(mean t27) was obtained by another vessel (Roberts
7974); both fishing operations took place during the
peak of the season. In1972 off the west coast of the
South Island intensive fishing yielded catch rates of
133 to 167 (mean 1,42) (Roberts 1975). In the well-
established Califo:rnian albacore trolling fishery
fishermen average about 70 fish per 100 hook-hours
(Slack 1.969a). If this rate is compared with the
considerably higher New Zealand rates, and the
local rates are related to the non-professional
approach of much of the New Zealand fleet (only
78Va of the vessels were A class last season), it is
clear that the New Zealand fishery can stand
considerable development.

Skipjack catches

Only about 8 t c,f skipjack were caught by small
vessels in New Zearland waters last season. Most of
this catch was lan'ded at Whakatane (6.5 t), with
some at Napier (,7.2 t) and Greymouth (0.5 t).
Whakatane vessels made 53 landings (26 by A-class
vessels, 20 by B-class, and 7 by C-class), the total
landed weights by these classes being 3'3 t, 2.9 t,

No./100
hook-hours

(sample mean
140)

174
728
100
195
r62
147

Fleet range
in No./100
hook-hours

t20-L95
31-410
25-272

Va of.
No. total fish

caught caught

2 446 16
3 011 20
3 225 27
3 207 2r
2707 18
542 4

15 138

TABLE 3: Catch r¡tbs of albacore landed by the New Zealsnd fleel, 1976-77 season

No. of
fish

t4 ?-94
18 :t58
2'130

L2 266
6'+93
1 :553

Hours
fished

926
t 771,

403
699
401
353

No. of
hook-hours

I 227
74 470
2 425
6 297
4 010
1 059
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and 0.3 t respectively. Landings by month in this
area were January 0.3 t, February 2.3 t, March
0.9 t, and April 3 t. Napier vessels landed skipjack
on only eight occasions (5 by A-class vessels, a total
of 1.t7 t; 3 by C-class vessels, 0.03 t). Most of this
was landed in March (1.1 t), with the remainder in
February (0.1 Ð. Off Greymouth skipjack were
caught occasionally throughout the season by a
number of vessels.

Future of small-vesset skipjack fishery

There is little doubt that last season's meagre
catch of skipjack could have been better. The
presence in New Zealand waters during the season
of a substantial resource of this species was
established by purse-seine operations [see G.
Habib's paper on page 771. The future of the small-
vessel fishery for skipjack probably largely lies in the
development and use of pole and line fishing, by
which method large catches have been made in the
past (for example, by Pirimai; see Robefs 1976).
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Fish size

Albacore. The albacore \ryere 47Å9 cm in fork
length (F , and
represent (Fig.
4). (one 100:3

Skipjack. These fish were 4Ç72 cm in fork length

Length (cm)
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Fig. 4: Albacore length-frequency disnibutions in the th¡ee
fishing areas of Whakatane, Napier, and Greymouth in the
197Ç77 small-vessel tuna fishery in New Zæala¡d.
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Length (cm)

Fig. 5: Length-v/eight relationship of albacore caught by small vessels in ttre 197Ç77 tuna fishery in New 7'ealand'
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Fi ributions in the three
and Greymouth in the
New Zæaland.

DrscusstoN
continuing on an eastward
missed the west coast altoget
on the, east coast in January,
no unloading facilities on ih
not prepared to do trolling.
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School fish sightings around New Zealand, ß7f77

by l. T. CLEMENT
Scientist, Fisheries Management Division'
¡øiiitiiv' ot Agriculture and F¡sheries, Wellington*

OBSERVATIONS were made in New Zealand
waters between June 1976 and June 1977 to obtain a

sea state. Most observations were made from
commercial fish-spotting flights, supplemented by
observations from a Ministry of Agriculture and

Fisheries observer programme on Purse seiners.

Aerial surveys were conducted from North Cape
to East Cape in July and September L976 (James

1976, Robertson and Clement 1976) and around the
entire North Island in October, November, and
December 7976 and January, March, andMay 1977

(Anon. 1976, Clemeît L976b, 1977, Franas t977,
Anon. 1977, Clement and Paulin 19'77). The
December survey was extended to Kaikoura and to
Hokitika in the South Island. The May survey was

extended south to Tasman BaY.

The areas from North Cape to the Bay of Plenty
received the most consistent and intensive effort.
Generally fish were looked for in other areas only
during the aerial surveys and during summer by
aerial spotting and observers on purse seiners.
School tonnages were estimated by experience
gained b iners fishing surface
schools throughout the t2
months as dailY tonnages
(tonnes) for s), trevallY
(Caranx geo utta), blue
mackerel (S ack mack-
erel (Trachurus nouaezelandiøe).

Skipjack
Schooling skipjack were seen from late November

until mid April (Fig. 1). First reports were in Great

rPresent add¡ess: Fisheries Management Division, Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries, Tauranga.

Exhibition Bay, off Cape Karikan, on2l Novembe¡.
Few schools were seen over the following weeks
until late December, when fish were again seen in
Great Exhibition Bay, appearing there intermit-
tently through January and February. Largest
sightings of skipjar:k in this area were 668 t on L

January and 100 to 300 t on most days to mid
January.

The next body of skipjack appeared at the edge of
the continental shetf about 48 km off G¡eat Barrier
Island in early Jam:rary, and large showings, of up to
2000 t per day, viere seen there until February.
Schools totalling 1ll0 to 460 t a day were observed
along the north-east coast throughout February,
with larger showings of up to 900 t between Poor
Knights and Cuvier Islands during the third week.

Schools were sighted in shore and in the Bay of
skipjack were
ds during the
250 t per day

were showing in the eastern Bay of Plenty by late
February. Showings of up to 800 t were again
recorded from the area off Great Barrier Island in
early March. Another large body of fish was {ghted
neai the continental shelf edge west of Gannet
Island, off the north-west coast on 6 March.
Between 600 and :2000 t of skipjack were observed
here on most daysl until towards the end of March,
when the numbers declined. Skipjack were seen only
in small quantities in the Bay of Plenty duri¡g April,
the last rècorded sighting being at Mayor Island on
14 April.

Monthly aerial sighting records of skipjack by
time of dãy (4-houLr periods) are shown in Fig' 2. All
observations were made between 0600 and 2200

hours N.Z. Daylight Time (that is, 13 hours in
advance of G.M.'I.).

In December ¡rnd January most of the school
sightings were during the morning, in February peak
showings shifted to later in the day, and in March the
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Fig. 1: Daily quantities of skipjack sighted on the New Zealand coast, June 1976 touzy 7977.

greatest numbers of schools were apparent during
the afternoon. During the 797Ç77 season 78Vo of.
sightings were made before 1000 hours, 34Vo
between 1000 and 1400 hours, 30Vo between 1400
and 1800 hours, and lSVo after 1800 hours. Mean
school sizes show an increase by quarter of day: 14,
17 .5, 78.7 , and 36 t in successive quarters. Tonnages
of skipjack sighted in the last quarter may be
erroneously high; with diminishing light at the end of
the day smaller schools were less conspicuous.

Skipjack sightings by quarter of moon phase are
given in Table 1. There were no marked showings
during the new moon phase, in contrast to
observations during the previous season (Clement
1976a).

Fewer skipjack were
season than in 7975:16.
29Vo less, and numbers
lower than in the prev
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December (3% of totol sightings)
TABLE 2: Skipjack sightings in' 1975-76 Ànld 197Ç77

Sightings, effort, and
quantities

Period of sightings

Nurnber of days of sightinÊs
(season-days)

Number of dàys of sighting;s
effort (effort-daYs)

Effo¡t as percentage ()t
season-davs

Number oi days schooLs

Percentage of effort-daYs
on whi-ch schools seen 96

Average dailY sightings 
z: jåTir,

Average quantitY of
schdõts ìighteà 25 t

Va íncrease
L975-:76 1976-77 or decrease

'7 Oct- 21. Nov-
27 ll.far 14 APr

174 1,44 down 17

739

96.5

104

trì
E
t

o
ct
o

o
.gÌ
o

t

102

57.5

96

,tp 27

up 39

up8

75 down 11

285 t dow¡ 51
1.3 schools down 43

23 t down 8

1975-76

No. of effort-doYs = 102

580 t meon doily sighting

i

1976-77

No. of effort-doYs = 139

meon doily sighting

Fis. 2: Monthly quantities of skipjlrck sighted from- the air by
- -?-irìurly 

peío<is, December 1916 ro April 1977'

The t97Ç77 season was shofter (17Vo f.ewer days)

and later than the previous season. Despite a grealeÍ
sightings effort (efforl oî 39Vo more season-days),
fewer schools were seen than in the 1975-76 season

(Table 2). The lower abundance of skipjack-is
apparent in the ranges of daily showings (Fig. 3)- On
a quarter of the days in the 197Ç77 season there
weie no sightings, on only 5Vo of days were there
more than 1000 t sighted, and there were no daily
showings in excess of 2000 t. The mean daily sighting
\Ã/as 295 t. In contrast, in 1975-76 lhere were far
fewer days with no sightings (6Vo)' on ITVa of the
days moie than 1000 t were sighted, on 

-7Vo 
of the

days more than 2000 t were sighted, and the mean

daily sighting was 580 t.

Trevally
Sightings of surface schools of trevally over 72

-o-"ittt to"June !977 are summarised on a daily basis

in Fig. 4. Most consistent showings were during May

TABLEt'3i#iTî3i.ÌHi:"fr?'Ëttrurl"i'ifo"üÌr-oonphase

Sightings
(t)

7 824
9 729

IT 42L
10 703
39 677

to August, with solne large showings,recorded in
November and D'ecember, but schools were

: the Year. The figure reflects the
lort (greatest over the months
) rather than those due to anY

seasonal changes.

Schooling trevall¡r were seen along the length of
the north-east coast of the North Island from Three
Kings Islands to Plate Island, most consistently
showing in the Bay of Plenty between the Mercury

oó00 - ì000 to00 - r400
Time of doy

1400 - r800
( hours)

t80o-2200 
-

20

t0

0

l0

20

50

c,
o

!
o
o
o)
o
c(,
qJù

285r

Moon phase

New moon
First quarter
Full moon
Last quarter

Total

Vo of
total

20
25
29
27

--õ--- 1 -99--loo¿lflsoo-999 10009- 
rrooSi*

Quontity of skipjock sighted (t)

Fiq. 3: Tonnage raniles of the daily quantities of skipjack
iighted duriãg thei975-76 and 1976':77 seasons.

Jonuory 132%\

Februory (23ì)
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Fig. 4: Daily quantities of trevally sighted on the New zearand coast, June 7976 to May 7977.

(r)

,Q

were sighted on 63% of the 225 days that
observations were made. The mean Oaify'sigtrting
was 777 t in about six schools. Vfean ãstiãrateã
school size was 31 t, with a range of 0.5 to 100 t.

Kahawai

. f:lly:l schoots sightings a¡e summarised in Fig.
J..Kahawai were generally seen in shore and in sma-ll
schools (mean school s¿é tO t). Schools *"r" ,""o

J(.

-n
oú
c
o
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Fig. 5: Daily quantities of kahawai sighted on the New Zealand coast, June 1976 to INlay 1977.

throughout the 12-month period in the Bay of
Plenty, particularly between Whale Island and
Waihi Beach. Large showings were seen between
Waihi Beach and Mayor Island in August (500 t) and
near Slipper Island in October (up to 600 t). The
largest sighting on any day was of an estimated 1290
t (in 43 schools) off Reef Point on 2 January.

Other areas of consistent sightings were along the
Wairarapa coastline (maximum of 350 t in October),

Cape Campbell to Kaikoura Peninsula in December,
over Graham Bank (in the South Taranaki Bight) in
December and January, north from New Plymouth
to Reef Point (in small numbers), over the Pandora
Bank, and at ltlorth Cape. Large showings of
kahawai have also been reported from along the
Kaikoura coast from November to February, with
over 200 schools recorded on occasions, and from
the area between Gable End Foreland to Ariel Bank
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Fig. 6: Daily quantities of blue mackerel sighted on the New Zealand coast, June L976 toMay 7977.

to Young Nicks Head in February and March (G.R.
Bell pers. comm.). Kahawai were also sighted along
the west coast of the South Island from Kahurangi
Point north in December.

Kahawai often occurred in mixed schools,
especially with blue mackerel (in Tasman Bay),
mackerels and trevally (in Bay of Plenty), and with
jack mackerel and koheru at North Cape. These
mixed schools tended to be larger than schools of
kahawai alone.

Blue mackerel

Daily sightings of blue mackerel are illustrated in
Fig. 6. Again this is more an indication of sighting
effort than the actual pattern of seasonal occurrence.
In winter there were some large showings in the Bay
of Plenty, particularly between Slipper Island and
Motiti Island, and also some smaller showings
around Rurima Rocks. Up to 950 t per day were
sighted off Mount Maunganui at these times.
Sightings of blue mackerel in summer were: at

rnbe(
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Fig. 7: Daily quantities of jack mackerel sighted on the New zealand coast, June L976 to}'fay L977'

z(o

Mayor Island in November; between Cape Runaway

"od 
M"tuk"oa Point in late November; at Great

well off shore.

Jack mackerel

The best montl[s for jack mackerel showings were

-bef
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Karewa Island) and in October (in excess of 7000 t
in an area north-east of Plate Island), oif Matakaoa
Point in November (2000 Ð and December (5000 t),
and off Reef Point in December (2000 t). Jack
mackerel schools were observed in shore outwards
to the shelf edge. Average school size reco¡ded was
50 t.

- 

L976b: November aerial suwey of pelagic fishes.
lJryuþljgh.ea reqorr to Fisheries lrianagefoení Division,
N.Z. Ministry of Agriculture and Fishe-ries.

- 

7977' South Island included in December aerial survey.
Catch'77 a Q): L2.

CrrveNt, {. !.-, an_d.PeurN, C. D. 1977: May aerial survey.
Catch'77 4 (S): LZ1.

. Catch'77 4 (I): t2-3.
Catch '76 3 (7): t2-3.
1976: September aerial

References

DrscusstoN
uniqge and was reported for that reason. The effect of
rveather on surface schools was noted; a generalisation was
made that som.e species such as skipjacÈ showea Z-: Oàyi
after the lveather settled.

the Ministry's (MAF) fish-
season, it was stated that
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The New Zealand jack mackerel fishery

by D. A. ROBERTSON
Scientist, Fisheríes Research Divísion,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

HISTORICALLY the jack mackerels have not been

an economically im¡ ortant species in New Zealand,
though on a world scale a number of substantial
fisheries have developed. These fisheries-around

North and South
Mediterranean-
of them depends
ed to those found

in New Zezland waters.

In recent years the total world catch of jack
mackerel has been about 1.6 million t per year,
equalling in quantity (but not in value) the total
catch of all tuna species. This is roughly equal to 35
times the total New Zealand fish catch. More than
half the world catch is taken by Russia and Japan,
with the Russians taking about four times as much as

the Japanese. About one-third of the total world
catch comes from the Southern Hemisphere, the
three main areas of which are, in decreasing order of
importance, South Africa, South America, and New
Zealand.

In New Zealand waters jack mackerel have been
taken incidentally by bottom trawlers since the
beginning of local trawl fishing and have been
traditionally discarded. It was not until 7967 that any
deliberate attempts were made to catch jack
mackerel in New Zealand waters. About this time
the Japanese began bottom trawling and New
Zealand purse seining. Neither was specifically
seeking jack mackerel initially, but jack mackerel
dominated the catches of both.

In view of the increasing importance of the local
Japapese fishery and the potential of the New
Zealand purse-seine fishery, a research programme
began n 1974 to answer some of the questions about
jack mackerel.

It is still too early to provide a complete report of
the results of this research, as they are now being
analysed. I will, however, be discussing a few
summary aspects of the biological results.

Before considering these biological aspects I will
give some facts about the New Zealand jack
mackerel fisheries. It has been shown (Robertson
t977) that the Japanese take a considerable
proportion (90Vo, 18000 t, in t974) of New

Zealand's catch, mostly by bottom trawling off the
West Coast, and the rest is caught by New Zealar'd
purse seiners in tlire Bay of Plenty.

What of the futuLre of the fishery? Who is going to
be able to take how much from where? This problem
is obViously divided into two parts-the purse-seine
fishery and the bottom-trawl fishery. As you will
hear from D. Eggleston's comments in the next
paper, the answers to these questions require some
biological researclt. What research do we require?
What answers?

Two species

The first point to establish with certainty was
whether or not the jack mackerel around New
Zealand consisted of more than one species. It soon
became obvious that there are in fact two species
(Fig. 1).

The two species are similar in many ways, but
some of the main rffferences are shown in Table 1.

Coincidentally the two fisheries began at the same
time with very different techniques and though both
can be called jack mackerel fisheries, in each a
different species is exploited. This is an important
point: the purserseine fishery takes Trachurus
notsaez elandiae, but the high-opening bottom-trawl
fishery probably takes a mixture of both species,
though predominantly T. decliuis.

Most of the biological results we have are from a
2-year mid-water trawl survey in the Bay of Plenty.
In this area rve have reasonable baseline data on
both species.

Typically T. nouaezelandiae beg¡ns schooling at a
length of about 22128 cm when it is 3-4 years of age
(Fig. 2). Schooling is most pronounced in late
winter-spring, when the fish form large aggregations
over the outer shelf. On days when the fish are not
seen schooling thery can be detected by echo-sounder
at the bottom (whLere they may be caught by bottom
trawl). At night at this time of the year the fish leave
the bottom and ascend to form dense layers at a
depth of 40{0 m, where they may be caught by mid-
water trawl. Extensive areas of aggregation like this
have been observed between White and Whale
Islands.
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Moximum length 44 cm
Moximum oge 22 yeors

Moximum length 55 cm

Moximum oge 28 yeors

Fig. 1.: Tw.o New Zealand jack mackerel species, slgyIrg the-distinctive diflglence in the end point of the accessory lateral line
(arrowed). (Ftom lournal of the Royal Society ol N.Z.: p.245,Yot.7, t977.)

'\Me have not yet been able to define any seasonal
migrations, though the fish do appear to be very
mobile (for example, 1500 fish havebeen tagged and
only t has been recovered).

Large old specimens of T. decliois can be caught in
deeper water near and beyond the shelf edge, but in
the Bay of Plenty they do not appear to be as
abundant as T. nouaezeløndiae.

For the Japanese fishery. we have very little
biological information. Apart from total catches we
know only that the jack mackerel have become an
increasingly important part of the catch and that the
Japanese catch/effort has remained fairly constant
while their effort has trebled.

TABLE 1: Conrparative behaviour¡l and biological data for the
two New Ze¡l¡nd species of jack mackerel

Feature

Surface schooling

Depth where adults
a¡e taken

Maximum size
Maximum weight
Maximun age
Spawning
Food

Gear susceptibility

T. decliois T. notsaezelandiae

Not yet observed Common
around New
Zealand

Deep, cool water Shallower,
warmer \4,ater

55 cm 44 cm
1000g

22 vears
? Spring-tummer

Euphausiids,
anchovy

High-opening High-opening
bottom trawl bottom t¡awl

Mid-water trawl Mid-water trawl
Purse seine
Teichi nets
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One of the most important objectives of any

research programme is tõ provide some-estimate of

abundancè añd to be able to follow this from year to
year. We have very few specific- reliable d.ata on the

äbundance of the two jac'k mackerel species around

New Zealand.

Russian fisheries scientists often make the general

,oã-"ttt that the jack mackerel is the most

;b;;ã;;t shelf speciei around New Zealand, and I
U"il"u" that they are probably correct' For actual

ã;;ù; ot u¿oti fish we have only the results of the

Ministry of Agriculture
conducted along the nor
North Island (Table 2).
already pointed out, the

"tloi-it" 
estimates of the stock size')

TABLE 2: Total quantity of jack m¡ckerel seen durin-8 aelþl
*ñõ oî"i ir" oö.tn'"tit 

"o".t 
of l{orth Isl¡nd, September 1974

to JulY 1976

Date
(montVyear) BaY of PlentY

9/74 9 000
12/74 8 000
s/1s 0
8t75 I 520

7L175 180
72175 2 850
2t76 90
4t76 0
7t76 150

Quantity (t)Northland Total

0 9000
0 8000
00
-r r 520
0 180

100 29s0
100 190

00
0 150

tArea not covered.

rt)
o)
o
c
c,
I
ú,À

Fork lengïh (cm)

Age (yeors)

Fi bution (top) and.age--þquency distribution (bottom) of Tr¿rhurus nooaez¿landiae, for a single school

íi;;iËíó.;t"ï.a ('J-'i;üOt.1-¡gIÐ. Sãùpies o,ére colk:cted on the purse sei¡er Paramoun ¡ in the
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Jnortality rate, there is a simple technique for
estimating the potential maximum yield called
Gulland's estimator.

and making some assump-
of school sightings, we can
yields for the Bay of plenty

One estimate on the basis of these figures is that
5000 t per year could be harvested frorñ the Bay of
Plenty.

So, as you can see from these figures, there seems
to be room for increased landings of both species of
jack mackerel.

TABLE 3:_Bay of Plenty jack nackerel stock es lmates based onthe Eraximum daily sightings of 90(X) t in September lg4+

Potential
Total stock vieldG) '(r)

900 000 135 000
90 000 13 500
4s 000 6 800
18 000 2700
12 000 1 800
9 000 1 400

Sightings as
assumed Va

of total stock
(t)

L

10
20
50
75

100
*Average natural mortality taken as 0.30.

Future research requirements

vessels.

Japanese bottom-trawl fishery. At present Japan_
ese bottom trawlers fish in watlrs thàt will become

Areas of consistent jack mackerel school sightings in the Bay of plenty.
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Species

T. nooaezelandiae

T. decliuís

Species

T, trachurus
T. trechae
T. japonicus
T. symmetricus
T. capensis
T. murphyi
T. decliois
T. notsaezelandíae

,{rea
Bay of Plenty
North Cape to Cape Egmont
Cape Egmont-Cook Strait-Cape

Farewell

West coast of North and South
Islands and Canterbury Bight

Rest of New Zealand

Area
North Sea-North Atlantic
Eastern central Atlantic
Japan
California
South Africa
Chile
New Zealand
New Zealand

TABLE 4: Yield estímates for jack mackerel at different localities in the New Zealand region

EstimatecL yield
(tlyear)
5 00c
s 000?
s 000?

Total 15 000?

16 000?

Estimation method

Aerial surveys and age studies
Guess
Guess

Total
Total both species

Guess. (Average Japanese catch
over last 4 years)

Guess

State of fishery

, Increasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing

5 000?

2t 000?

3ó 000?

TABLE 5: Location and basic biological data of world jack nackerel (Truchurus spp.) fÍsheries

lvfaximum size,
fork length

(cm)

38
,|

32
4L
35
63
55
44

Maximum age
(years)

35
,|

4
8

15
10?
28
22

Future of N.Z. jack mackerel fishery

It seems inevitable that in the near future jack
mackerel catches around New Zealand will continue
to increase, with the local fleet contributing more to
the total catch as more landings are made by purse
seiners. Japanese catches may decline after the
establishment of the 200-mile economic zone and if
we have access to the markets, the difference in
landings could be made up by New Zealandtrawlers
using mid-water trawls or high-opening bottom
trawls.

Personally I would like to see more jack mackerel
being exported for human consumption rather than
converted to fish meal.

A comparison of the major world jack mackerel
fisheries (faUte 5) tells us, firstly, that the total
catches oi three of the longest established jack

mackerel fisheries are declining, and, secondly, that
the worst-off fishery is Japan. This suggests a likely
demand for our jack mackerel.

Another interesting fact is that though the U.S.A.
catch has decreased, this is by no means a reflection
of the state of their stocks. In fact recent yield
estimates of the North American jack mackerel
along the Pacific coast ranged from 2L0 000 to
450 000 t per year. This is also interesting in view of
the strong interest of an American company to fish
for jack mackerel in New Zealand waters.

Reference
RoBERrsoN, D. A. 1977: N.Z. jack mackerel fishery' Catch'77 4

(4): Lo-t.

DtscussroN
There was discussion on the observation in this paper

that one species of jack mackerel, T. decliois, was being
exploited largely by Japanese deep-sea trawlers and the
other species, T. nouaezelandiae, was taken by New
Zealand purse seiners, mainly in the Bay of Plenty.

A Fishing Industry Board spokesman outlined how the

board's charter seiner Row¿llan had made good night
catches of T. nouae:zelandiae in Tasman Bay by setting a

small seine around fish attracted to lights.

Comment was nrade that there was a good market
available for mackerel in prime condition.
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Kahawai: potential yields

by D. EGGLESTON
Assistant Director, Fisheríes Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

IN this paper I describe why sustainable catch levels
of a fish stock cannot be inferred from abundance
data alone. I include a summary of research results
from studies on kahawai in relation to stock size
estimates.

If the stock is stable, the total production each
year from growth and reproduction balances losses
by death. The total annual production of the stock
equals the weight of fish in their first year plus the
weight gain in each older year class until the age at
which there is a net loss. It follows that the total
yearly production equals the peak weight reached by
the average year class on its way through the stock.

area enclosed by the graph is the same and
represents the same sto
graph represents annual
the fish stocks are
production and potential

.5 years need be

.fish 
living to 35

This necessarily simplified
that abundan"" 

"ion" 
ii not a

yield. Age and growth data

Th
ordes he

over of

years :?

purse-seined kahawai was calculated from samples
taken from catches between 197.3 and 1975. From
the average weight at each age the percentage of
weight contribution made by each age group was
calculated (Fig. 2). These and other data indicate
that a year class reaches a peak at about 6 to 7 years,
and at about I5Vo-20Vo of. the weight of the stock.
(This may be too high an estimate, as some schools
sampled included an unusually high proportion of
small fish.)

A rule-of-thumb estimate used in fisheries
management assumes that yearly catches should not
exceed half of the annual production. From the
kahawai research data it is estimated that no more
than 7Vo-70Vo of. the stock should be caught each
year.
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Assessment of stock sizes is difficult for an

The proportion of fish schools at the surface is

unknorin, 
^but if orIry I\Vo show at one time, the

total stock would be 100 000 to 150 000 t'

eight data (ab
be 75Vo-20Vo
0 t. If half of
would be 75

country-wide basis. Obviously this is a v:ry Pug!
first eítimate. Until a better e'stimate of kahawai

stock size is available and the stock structure is
confirmed by further study a conservative approach

to kahawai iistring is sensible. Catches should not
exceed 5000 t annually and only a proportion of this

should come from any one area.

The difficulty of, and necessity for, estimating

stock size has been mentioned; egg surveys, echo-
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Fig. 2: Contribution try weight of each year class to purse-

seine catches.

DtscussloN
The ParticiPants were

kahawai, if anY, were
example, kahawai had n
statisiics. Aerial surveYs

alwavs occurred close to shore and was thus unlikely to be

"^,tsÍrt 
bv foreign trawlers.--äJ 
eitt."lia-n ancl New Zealand stocks were sepnrate

non-interbreeding PoPulations.
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Trevally and koheru-biology and fisheries

by G. D. JAMES
Scientíst, Fisheries Research Divísion,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Weilington

s devoted to describing the
for trevally. What little is
fly mentioned in conclusion.

Both trevally and koheru are members of the
world-wide family Carangidae. Other members of
this family in New Zealand waters are the two

(James and Stephenson 1974).

TREVALLY

fishermen of the proportion of the catch discarded
indicate that before the mid 1950s over 50Vo was

7975 are unreliable, and those for 1976 are not yet
available. Landed value has also been increasing
recently at a faster rate than previously.

Most of
directed at
population,
some addit

purse-seinable stocks.

Trevally biology

As with most other species of fish, we use small
bones in the skull called otoliths to determine the

During 7973, we tagged,2676
trawling in the Bay of plenty and
Of these, 121 fish, or 4.5Vi have
Of those for which we have
recapture data, 7Vo had moved more than 60

by an increase in recaptures by set-net fishermen at
this time.

1950 55 ó0 ó5 70 74
Yeor

Fig. 1: Trevallv landinps by all fishing methods during theperiod 1950 io 1974."
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Within the last 3 months we have been able to tag

about 3000 trevally caught by purse seine in the
Motiti area. This work would not have been possible

without the considerable assistance provided by the
purse-seine skippers and the crews' and I thank
them for this. The aim of this tagging exercise is to
determine whether the school fish remain in schools,

or whether there is some interchange of fish with
other fisheries, such as trawling, set netting, and

lining. During the past 6 weeks we have had 130 tags

returned, mostly from purse-seine vessels fishing in
the Motiti area, but also included were 8 from
trawlers and 3 from set netters. This confi¡ms that
there is some interchange of fish between the three
fisheries.

Godfriaux (1970) listed the food eaten by trawl-
caught trevally in the Bay of Plenty and Hauraki
Gulf. These fish ate mostly bottom-dwelling
organisms such as crabs and other crustaceans,
bivalve shellfish, urchins, and brittle stars. By
contrast, schooling trevally eat mostly planktonic
organisms, particularly euphausiids or krill' Some
stomachs examined contained small wood fragments
and grass seeds, which supports the view that
trevally are feeding when swimming at the surface
with their mouths wide open.

Trevally mature first at lengths of. 32 to 37 cm,
though they probably do not produce significant
num6ers of eggs until they reach lengths of 38 to
40 cm. Trevally spawn during summer' but no

concentrations of spawning fish have been found.
Certainly they do not school to spawn, as only
occasional ripe fish have been found in purse-seine

catches. Thus it appears that trevally do not have

clearly defined spawning grounds. It also seems that
trevaliy are "paitial spawners", that is, they rele,ase

smail LatcheJ of eggs at intervals over a period of
weeks rather than releasing them all at once'

Trevally eggs are free floating in the plankton, and

they hatch into small larvae 28 hours after
fertilisation. After 2 to 3 months, when they are

about 4 cm long, the juvenile fish, which look like
miniature trevally, move into shallow in-shore areas,

including estuaries and harbours.

Trevally fisheries

Trevally are cauLght around the North Island and

the norttrern part of the South Island. Areas that
have contribuied most to the total trevally catch in

(in decreasing order of
Manukau to Reef Point,
Manukau, NinetY Mile

Beach, East Cape, and east Northland.

There are three principal fishing methods used for
trevally (1 awl (4066 t), set

net (447 08 t)' Smalle¡
quantities (97 t), Danish
seine (74 bY a number of
other minor methods. Though accurate data for 1975

and 1976 are not available, purse-seine catches for
those years were probably about 600 and 1600 t
respectively.

In most areas the bulk of the trevally catch is
taken by trawling. Flowever, in the Bay of Plenty
purse seining is o1l considerable importance, and in
the Hauraki Gulf set netting accounts for a'

significant portiorL of the catch.

The length andi age compositions of the catches
taken by trawl and purse seine have been studied

age classes invoh'ed it will probably take another 5
to L0 years before a significant change can be seen.

Trevally taken iLn the trawl fisheries include young

fish betwéen 25 attd 37 cm and 2 to 5 years of age, as

well as considerab,le numbers of adult fish' Estimates

obtained fo¡ ther Bay of Plenty suggest that at

present about759/a of the trawl catch by weight (T!
?hus about 60Vo by numbers) consists of adult fish

larger than 37 cn and older than 5 years'

Young fish first enter the demersal stocks, where
they are vulneratrle to trawling and set netting, and

later, at about the age of maturity, many move into
the school stocks. By tagging school fish we hope to
determine if the::e is any return movement'
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What is the current and likely future situation
regarding the trawl and purse-seine fisheries for
trevally?

Trawl fishery in western Bay of plenty. The
present catch is composed of about 60Vo by numbers
of large fish (larger than 37 cm and older than 5
years). The solid line in Fig. 4 is the age composition
of the present trawl catch (the data have been

years' samples.

If the present rate of fishing continues, at some
future time when the accumulated stock of large fish
has been caught, the age composition of thJtrawl
stock will be represented by the dashed line (Fig. 4,
case 1). There will be few fish older rhan 5 yearJand
larger than about 37 cm, and the catch will be about
one-fifth of the present catch.

is halved, or if the
alf what it appears
factors operating),
stock will come to

resemble the situation represented by the dotted line
(Fig. 4, case 2). Here the catch wili be abour one-
third of the present catch.

It should be noted that some decrease in the catch
is inevitable after the older accumulated stock is
¡emoved. How great the decrease is and how long it
takes to occur depends on the amount of fishing tñat
takes place. This situation is typical of any long-1¡y"¿
animal that comes under heavy exploitâtionãnd is
comparable with the decrease in catches in the
Chatham Islands rock lobster fishery after initial
high catches.

- 
Purse-seine fishery in western Bay of ptenty. An

obvious result of the process I have just descri-bed is

x(,
c
c,
Ðtt
o

t
o)
o
c(,
cI

length (cm)

Fig' 3: Length and age compositions of typical trevally catches made by bottom trawl and purse seine in the Bay of plenty.
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Kings Islands there is relatively little trawlable
ground. Consequently sufficient sqrall trevally
ðhould be recruited into the school fish stocks to
support a continuirng trevally purse-seine fishery in
thiJ area. By use of aerial survey data, which have

shown a maximunL sighting for this area of 3000 t
(December 1974), it is possible to calculate likely
sustainable catches (Table 1). The proportion of
school trevally at the surface during these surveys is

not known, but probably ranges between 50Vo and
SVo, which corresponds to total stock size estimates
of between 6000 and 60 000 t' These stock size

estimates, with ther low rate of natural mortality for
trevally (M:0.1), indicate sustainable catches of
school'trevally from this area of between 300 and

3000 t per year. The more likely values are those in
the middle of the range, that is, 600 to 1500 t per
year. These valuLes for sustainable catch were
obtained by use of the technique described by
Gulland (1977), that is,

MBo
v-
I --

2

where Yis sustainable yield, Mis instantaneous rate

of natural mortality, and Bs is unexploited biomass'

KOIIERU
This is a northe:cn species, found mainly along th-e

north-east coast as fai south as the Bay of Plenty' It
is a member of a group of fishes widely distributed
throughout the trJpical and subtropical oceansand

often known as '"scads".

Koheru aPpear to be fast growing; the limited data

available suþþest J.engths o120,32, and3'l cm at ages

!, 2, and llespectively. We have yet to obtain
sámples of large koheru for age-analysis, but from
the'shape of ihe growth curve it ìs probable they

reach a maximum óf between 5 and 10 years of age'

Koheru less than 2 years old frequent rocky in-
shore areas andi are taken only in very small
quantities by box or teichi nets. Fish of 2 years and

TABLE 1: Likely sustainable annual catches of trevally--by'purse
seine lrom fhe óast Northtand coast between Bream Head snd
Three Kings Islands lor different estirrates of stock size; the
maximum [uantify seen at the surface was 3000 t. (See text lor- 

èxPlanation oi methods used)

Coresponding total Sustainable catch
Vo seen stock slze Per Year

at surface (Ð (t)
50 6 000 300
25 12 000 600
10 30 000 1 500
5 60 000 3 000
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that there will be few large fish. As the purse-seine
catches are made up almost entirely of adult fish, the
long-term future of the trevally purse-seine fishery
after much of the accumulated adult stock has been
removed looks rather bleak.

I have estimated likely sustainable purse-seine

catches based on aerial survey data, but these

assume that there is little or no trawl fishing on the

for trevallY in the BaY
e of "not being able to
e seine it too"!

Other areas. The situation is likely to be
somewhat different in other areas. Along the east

Northland coast between Bream Head and Three

ölb2030
Age (yeors)



older are taken only by purse seine and are often
mixed with other species, for example, trevally.

There have been no sightings of koheru during
aerial surveys and it is generally considered thè

References
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resource is not large. However, the relatively fast
growth rate and the fact that the young fish are
rarely taken by any fishing method suggest that this
species should not be adversely affected by the
developing purse-seine fishery.
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Panel discussion on pelagic fisheries

Chairman: Mr V. T. Hinds, Assistant Director
(Technical), Fisheries Management
Diuisiott, Ministry of Agriculture and

Fisheries, Wellingtolt.
Panel: Mr G. D. Waugh, Director, Fisheries

Research Division, Ministry of Agricul-
ture and Fisheries, Wellington.

Mr B. T. Cunningham, Director, Fish-
eries Management Division, Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington'

Mr N. E. Jarman, General Manager'
Fishing Industry Board, Wellington.

Mr N. L. Mills, General Manager, San-

ford Ltd, Tauranga.

Q.-Are there plans for practical (that is, technical)
research on pole and live-bait fishing in the
East Cape area?

A.-Though the Fisheries Research Division does
not carry out short-term projects of this nature,
both the Fisheries Management Division and
the Fishing Industry Board carefully consider
any suggestions regarding developmental fish-
ing within the limits of their respective budgets.

Q.-What comments do members of the panel have
on tisheries exploitation within the 200-mile
economic zone?

A.-It is felt that our fishing industry will develop in
areas where we are most skilled; that is, the in-
shore demersal trawling will extend down the
continental slope to the deep-water species.

The major problem is the marketing of
available species. Some (for example, hoki) are
easy to sell, but others (such as southern blue
whiting) do not have much market appeal.
Squid is a future resource, but is lower on the
list of species which will be exploited by New
Zealanders.

Q.-Some people believe that our in-shore demersal
stocks are fully exploited. Does the Govern-
ment plan to police (that is, prevent) expansion
of the local fleet?

A.-Legislation is available to control entry to
fisñeries, but at present this does not apply to
finfish fisheries. We agree that all resources

except jack mackerels are fully fished or nearly
so, bot it is hoped that information on stock

sizes provided by the Fisheries Research

Division will enable companies to make their
own decisions about limiting effort.

Q.-What incentives are available to small boat
owners in the tuna industry, which has great
export value?

A.-Apart from the incentives generally available to
thè industry [set out in the supplement to the
October I'977 issue of Catch\, we are

supporting the addition of tuna to the export
incentive lisit (unsuccessfully).

Q.-What is the attitude of panel members to
allowing American purse seiners within the
exclusive L2-mile fishing zone?

A.-While these vessels are chartered by New
Zealand companies and registered as New
Zealand vessels they can fish where they
please. The vessels are requested to fish outside
the line, but are permitted to come inside in
some areas to set on schools larger than a

certain size. [The tonnage was undecided at the
time of the r:onference, but has since been set at
2s t.)

Q.-Is the statement in a Catch atticle (written by
Dr D. Eggleston) that New Zealand seiners
cannot catch schools larger than 25 t correct?

Q.-What is P:
prevent co:
super-seine
to ensure t
the terms rcf the fishing agreement?

A.-Every endeavour will be made to ensure that
skippers of all the charter vessels are aware of
the ãgreement and of their responsibilities to
abide by the terms of the agreement.

Q.-What a¡e the reasons for continuing to allow
chartered U.S. seiners to fish for skipjack in
New Zealand waters?

A.-Though kiPjack fishery will
one dãy Y bY New Zealand
vessels, or the Present tYPe

of participation by foreign super-seiners. One
reaion is the need to have a consistent catch

record (cf uP to 10 000 t) in case of
international quotas being set on the resource'
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Q.-Do super-seiners need to meet New Zealand
survey and manning requirements?

A.-These vessels ate expected to meet the
requirements of the Shipping and Seamen Act.

Q.-Does the panel feel that the New Zealand
Planning Council's estimate of $200 million to
$300 million is still reasonable?

A.-Many figures are being suggested for the
potential value of fishery resources. Though
the above estimate is high (that is, optimistiõ),
there is confidence that a total investment of
between $200 million and 9300 million over the
next 5 to 8 years will result in an annual return
of the same value.

cost of these developments is about $1 million.
The company can now store 6500 t of fish and
could thus have stored and canned most of last
season's skipjack catch. It has exported 1000
cartons of canned tuna to Cyprus and plans to
expand exports as well as satisfy tlie local
market.

Q.-Why is the price paid to New Zealand
fishermen for albacore and skipjack only half
that paid to American fishermèn?

A.-Costs for storage, pallets (for example, pallets
for 200 t of tuna cost 945,000), anã transport
are much higher for the New Zealand
companies than the American, and local firms
cannot afford to pay more.

Q.-Please comment on the present United States

import duty of 50Vo oncanned tuna (no duty on
raw fish).

A.-This duty could be used as a bargaining point in
negotiations with Americans wishing to fish
inside the 200-mile economic zone.

Q.-What were the terms of reference of the U.S.
charter vessels licence fees last season and what
is proposed for next season?

A.-In the 197Ç77 season the New ZealandPelagic
Fisheries Development Company benefited by
$15 per short ton of skipjack caught by the
charter vessels. Nothing was paid to Govern-
ment. Some of the money received by the
company went in training New Zealand
fishermen on the super-seiners. In the 1977-:78
season licence fees will be considerably
increased. It has been suggested that New
Zealand should follow Ecuador and other
countries in charging up to US$40,000 per trip.
However, terms will have to be negotiated tvith
the company. Also to be decided is whether the
fees will be payable to the company or
Government. If payable to Government, the
fees are likely to be paid into the Consolidated
Fund and be unavailable for development of
the fishing industry.

Q.-ls it possible that up to 1ó super-seiners could
be fishing around New Zealand in the 7977-78
season?

A.-No. The number of vessels fishing in any fishery
can be limited through the Territorial Sea and
Exclusive Economic Zone Act 1977 (clause
27). It has been decided that a maximum catch
of 10 000 t of skipjack will be aimed for in the
1977:78 season, and from past seasons'catches
and catch rates the maximum number of vessels
needed to take this amount can be determined.

Q.-Is there any legislation to prevent the New
Zealand Pelagic Fisheries Development Com-
pany from fishing (with its own or chartered
super-seiners) for trevally in the Bay of Plenty?

A.-No. Trevally are available to anyone. Com-
panies should make up their own minds about
investment in that fishery.
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Tuna fisheries around the world: tlneir development,
conservation, and management
by J. JOSEPH
Director of lnvestigations, lnter-American Tropical Tuna Commission,
La Jolla, California, U.S.A.

THE PRESENT

TUNA have been the object of exploitation since

before the time of Christ, but only in the twentieth
century have they been taken in a major way on an

internátional scale. In the early 1900s American
fishermen began exploiting albacore tuna off
California andln the 1920s, to meet the demands of

tions to
Central
annual
high as

the debilitating effects of the war, substantial
investment was made in the Japanese tuna industry'
A major programme was initiated for building long-

line vesséh, and by the late 1950s Japanese tuna
vessels fished in all the oceans of the world. By 1965

the world catch of tuna approached 1 000 000 t'
Japan and the U'S.A. still dominate the tuna

fiiheries of the world, but an ever-increasing number
of nations are nolv entering the fishery.

The total world catch of the five major market
species of tuna 1 700 000 t in
1þ75. The most terms of catch

was skipjack tu abotft 40Vo of-

the world catch as followed bY

yellowfin (477 000 t), albacore (244000 t),-bigeye
(tøZOOO t), southern bluefin (43 000 t), and north-
ern bluefin (34 000 Ð.

catches of tuna; i:n t974 about 180 000 t were caught
there.

Tuna are takert commercially in three main ways:

bait fishing is res;ponsible for the largest portion of
the world catch, about 40Vo, then long-lining and

purse seining, each with about 30Vo of the world
total. Until a few years ago long-lining was the most
important fishing method.

More than 4Cl nations take tuna in significant
commercial quantities' Only six nations, however,
account lor 807o of the world catch. These are

Japan, U.S.A., the Republic of Korea, Spain, the

Rôpublic of ChinLa, and France. Of these, Japan and

the U.S.A. take neatlY 55Vo.

The U.S.A' and Japan consume the major share

of the world catch of tuna. The U'S'A' uses about

45% and, Japan :nearly 3O% . The western European

states, -osìly Spain, France, ItalY, and West

Germany, consttme nearly 20Vo of the total'

Over the long term the demand for tuna has

increased, and there is no reason to expect that it
will not continue to do so in the future' The obvious
question is w"hether the resource base can

accommodate this increasing demand.."There have

been a number of attempts at assessing the future

surface gear could be develoPed.

The catch of skipjack can probably be increased

over ptesent levels, but how much is unknown. In
both ihe Atlanlic and Pacific Oceans, the catches of
this species have more than doubled in the last
decadè or so, but future production cannot be
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predicted. The Indian
western part, appears to h
increased production of s
fin) tuna.

THE FUTURE

Development

The resource. It is worth while to discuss briefly
some of the special characteristics of the tunãresources they be treated
somewhat
the sea. M ilËf;';i:ffil:
with many oré and nãrthein

a¡eas...fn ,F? ,l¿ space rhefu abundance is highly
variable. This is especially true for skipjãc(
parti.cularly in the areas near the fringes of itreir
distribution.

The s has made thedevelo difficult, and the
level ohand, :i'ål'åi 3ti:i"i
production and profitability have been those which
are capable of pursuing the resource to wherever it

able to fish in all oceans of the world. On the other
hand, there a¡e a number of fleets of small vessels
that rely on resources restricted to small, local geo_
graphical areas. Because of the variable ãnd
unpredictable nature of the resources, however,
these fleets have been less successful. Two exampleé
of these types of fisheries are the local tuna fleetì of
Angola and Ecuador. In both countries small

displaced more than 500 miles to the north, far
beyond the range of the small fleet. The result was
severe economic loss, which stimulated a shift of
capital towards larger, more mobile vessels.

Harvesting. The ability to harvest the resource is
just as important to the development of economical
tuna fisheries as is the presence of a resource in

particular requirement has most often frustrated the
development of new tuna industries.

Therefore, given that a resource is available in
commercial concentrations, there must still be
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vessels to catch the fish and experienced fishermen
willing to man them.

Marketing. The third ingredient essential to the
development of a profitable tuna industry is
somewhere to sell. Tuna is generally sold to be used
in one of two forms-canned or fresh. AboutTíVo-
80Vo of the world catch of tuna is canned, and the
rest is eaten fresh. Most of that used in Japan is
consumed fresh as raw fish (sashimi) or dried fish
(katsuobushi). As already noted, the U.S.A. is the
major market for tuna; it uses about 45Vo of the
world's catch. The demand for tuna in the U.S.A. is
increasing, as it is in Japan and western Europe. As
a result of current trends in the law of the sea and the
overall extension of jurisdiction seaward, Japan may
in the next decade become a major importer, rather
than exporter, of tuna and may be a ready market
for fish caught by developing tuna fisheries.

The market for tuna is indeed an international
one, and tuna caught by one nation may be landed in
a second, sold to a third, processed in a fourth, and
marketed in a fifth. The price, minus the cost of
shipping and handling, is roughly the same around
the wo¡ld. Though tuna is imported by most
processers, they prefer to buy domestic production,
since in that way they are in a better position to
negotiate prices. However, an internal demand is
necessary if the fish ate to be sold for the domestic
market. The development of such a demand in an
area or nation where tuna has not been historically
used is a slow and expensive process. Tuna must be
offered for sale at prices competitive with red meat;
since tuna carries the same value internationally, but
the domestic price of red meat is variable among
countries, the development of demand is more
difficult in countries where red meat is cheap.

If there is no demand for the canned or raw
product within the nation developing the fishery,
one must look to foreign markets. If markets for the
canned product exist, the ancillary processing
industry can be created in the country, which
therefore provides more employment. However,
because the U.S.A. consumes most of the canned
tuna and places a high import tax on it, it is not a

good market for the export of canned tuna. This is
also true for some countries of western Europe.
Therefore, the primary export market for tuna on a
world basis is for frozen fish.

Conservation and management

Current arrangements and problems. It has
already been noted that for many of the stocks of
tuna around the world production cannot be
increased over present levels, and in some areas

overexploitation has probably occurred. For these
fisheries, controls on the levels of harvest are, or
soon will be, needed.

This fact has been recognised for a number of
years, and institutions have been created for this
purpose. There are now four such international
institutions. Each is structured differently and each
has had varying degrees of success in meeting its
objectives. Generally the overall objective of the
organisation is trc maintain the tuna population at
levels which will provide the maximum yield on a
sustained basis.

Two of these four organisations \ryere created to
deal specifically with tuna and tuna-like species, and
two to deal with all species of fish in their respective
regions.

Of the two bodies concerned strictly with tuna the
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
(IATTC) is the older, having been established by
international convention between Costa Rica and
the U.S.A. in 7949. At present there are eight
members. The duties of IATTC are to conduct
scientific studies of the tuna and tuna-like resources
of the eastern Pacific Ocean and, on the basis of
these studies, recommend from time to time
measures to maintain the population of fish covered
by the convention at levels that will provide the
maximum yield on a sustained basis. The commis-
sion staff is provided with the necessary fiscal
support to maintain an independent internationally
recruited scientific staff to carry out its duties.

On the basis ,of these studies it has, since 1966,
recommended conservation measures in the form of
general quotas on levels of harvest for yellowfin
tuna. Controls o,n the harvest of skipjack tuna, the
other major species taken in the region, have not
been recommencled, as the resource appears capable
of sustaining greater catches.

The initial form of IATTC's conservation
programme consisted of an overall quota on the
èatch of yellowf.in. To ensure that the catch did not
exceed the quota a closure date was set, after which
unrestricted fishing for yellowfin lvas prohibited.
The catch during the open season was taken on a

first-come, first-served basis. Though this conserva-
tion programme has been effective in maintaining
the stock of tuna in the eastern Pacific at high levels
of abundance, it is beset with a number of problems.

One of the more serious ones is that the
international fleret operating in the eastern Pacific,
which now consists of vessels of 16 nations, has
grown much :more rapidly than catches have
increased. Sincer 1965, just before the conservation
programme was begun, the fleet capacity has
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increased from 38 000 to 167 000 t. Production per
vessel has declined from 4.5 t of catch per year per
tonne of capacity in 1965 to 2.2 t per tonne of
capacity in 7976.

This increased capacity has created a greatdeal of
competition for the available catch. The coastal
developing states with small fleets of vessels
maintain that a quota system based on the concept of
first-come, first-served unjustly frustrates itreir
opportunity to develop thefu fleets. They say that
since a major share of the catch is taken in their
rvaters, they should have special or preferential
treatment in the harvest of the resource. On the
other hand, thê developed tuna fishing nations of the
area, who are not coastal states of the region, have
maintained that tuna, being highly migratory, do not
belong to the coastal states, but rather to whichever
nation first makes use of them. Further, since it was
the non-coastal states of the region that developed
the fishery, it is held rhat these states should hãve
certain historic rights.

This problem of deciding guidelines for who gers
what sha¡e of the available resource is the most
critical in international fisheries today. It is, of
course, one of the major reasons why the current
Law of the Sea Conference is taking place.

If the conservation programme is to work, all
nations fishing in the region must effectively enforce
the recommendations of the commission. The 16
nations fishing in the area have varying abilities to
monitor the activities of their vesseli. Effective
enforcement of the recommendations requires the
position of each vessel at sea and thè species
composition of the catch to be known at all times.
Not all of the 16 nations have the political will or the
technical ability to do this. In the long run, however,
unless enforcement is effective, conservation cannot
be effective.

The other international body devoted exclusively
to the tunas is the International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT). This
body, which was established by treaty in 1969, has a
membership of 14 nations. Its objectives also are to
make recommendations to the member nations
designed to maintain the stocks of tuna in the
Atlantic Ocean at levels that can provide the
maximum yield on a sustained basis. Unlike IATTC,
ICCAT was not provided with a scientific staff to
carry out its functions. Data collection and research
are done by national scientists who meet frequently
to plan their activities and put together their rèsults.
The lack of a research staff has hindered the timely
acquisition of basic data with which to assess thê
condition of the resources. Though these problems
are at present being overcome by provision of more

fiscal support to ICCAT for basic data collection,
there will nevertheless still be a time lag between
when basic data are collected and when conservation
recommendations are available.

Regulations, in the form of minimum size limits,
have been established for two species of tuna-
yellowfin and northern bluefin. No overall limits on
catch have been applied by the commission,
however.

Fleet growth in the Atlantic Ocean, though not as

rapid as in the Pacific Ocean, has accelerated and, as

in the Pacific, is causing increased competition. The
same problems over the distribution of the resource
that occur in the Pacific are developing in the
Atlantic. Some developing coastal states have stated
that they will not agree to any controls on the levels
of their harvest of tuna until country allocations
based on coastal adjacency are agreed to.

Similarly, problems of enforcement also exist in
the Atlantic Ocean. Effective enforcement of the
minimum size regulations has not been realised. In
addition, if and when overall species quotas are
established, problems of enforcement similar to
those in the Pacific Ocean will exist.

' The remaining two bodies dealing with tuna are
the Indian Ocean Fishery Commission and the Indo-
Pacific Fisheries Council. Both bodies are estab-
lished within the framework of the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
They are responsible for all species of fish in their
respective areas, but have not been provided with
funding to carry out effective effòrts on tuna
research and management. The most important
immediate problem facing these organisations is the
assessment of the condition of the tuna resources
under their purview. In addition, the same problems
of fleet capacity, distribution of catih, and
enforcement will arise in the Indian Ocean and
western Pacific as in the easte¡n Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans.

There are four basic problems common to the
proper conservation of tuna around the world.
These are: determination of the amount of the
resource available and the relationship between
present and potential harvest; allocation of the
potential supply; establishment of cont¡ols on fleet
capacity; effective enforcement.

Arrangements for the future. If we are to exploit
the tuna resources in a rational manner in the future,
each of the four major problems discussed above will
have to be dealt with adequately. Tuna are highly
migratory, and they travel quickly between the
juridical zones of various states and between
national waters and the high seas. Therefore special
considerations are required for their proper
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may be. Therefore proper conservation must
incôrporate international co-operation, and it must
apply over the entire range of the stock and include
all participants.

It is therefore quite obvious that, in the future,
international organisations will make recommenda-
tions for the conservation and management of tuna.
If these organisations are to be effective, they will
require the legal authority to address the four major
próblems listed above. Thus they will be required to
deal with more complex problems than they dealt
with in the past.

The first of these will be concerned with assessing

the resource, which will require
analysis of basic data for formu
tions on levels of harvest. To do
will need adequate fiscal support'

Once levels of harvest are determined, methods
for managing the fishery will be needed. Judging
from curient trends in the present international

ing law of the sea, it
of taking catch on a
I no longer be fullY

sustained. The almost universal trend of extending

species. As we have already noted, because of the

-igt"toty nature of tunas, no nation can-effectively
coñtrol tLe harvest of a stock which spends only part
of its life within the waters under that nation's
jurisdiction. Moreover, no coastal state can be

ässured of a constant supply of fish within its
juridical zone. fn the eastern Pacific Ocean, the
äatch of tuna within 200 miles for any nation is very
variable; it fluctuates from year to year by a factor of
L0 or more. For example, the average catch of

efficiently. It shoutd not be restricted geographi-

cally, bui should be able to go wherever the fish are

foun¿. Therefore it is mandatory to retain fleet
mobility in the future.

Any new international organisation should have

the legal authority to deal with problems such as

fleet cãpacities which are uneconomic because they
are far in excess of tìhe ability of the stocks to provide
themwithrawmate,riar;å':iåitj,:"jt,ï:t*:t""i

i permitted to oPerate in the
ourse, would relate to anY forms
might be instituted, as well as

past and projected levels of catch.

For the effectile enforcement of management

measures instituted by the organisation, a system

would be require,d ior monitoring positions of
vessels at sea at all times and for inspecting the

species comPositio:n of their ca

be more exPedient to set uP a
and insPection s1'stem than
systems in each nation, an inte
most approPriate.

Based on these discussions, a number of
important features can be identified which will need

to te included in any management system that might

be developed if such a system is to be effective'

These are:

o Data collectionL must extend over the entire
fishery and the exploited stock of fish'

r Regardless of jrrridical zones, management must
apply ouer the complete range of the stock under
exploitation.

¡ Thè claims of cr¡astal states for special treatment
by virtue of their adjacency to the resource will
need some form of recognition.

¡ A nation's histr¡ric participation will have to be

considered in any management system which
might be develoPed.

¡ Soire form of guaranteed open access to all
important fishing grounds, including those within
exôlusive economic zones, will have to be

established for all participants in the fishery'
o Some way of controlling fleet expansion will have

to be develoPed.
o Unifo?m and effective enforcement will be

necessary.

Several of these concepts, notably those dealing

with the distribution of catch among users, are being

addressed in a prc,posed scheme for the management

of tuna in thJ earitern Pacific Ocean' This scheme

would involve the present members of IATTC as

well as those coastal states adjoining the eastern

Pacific Ocean v¡hich are not members' In the

distribution of the catch among users a share of the

total would be reserved for coastal states' The

scheme envisager
rights to the I

guaranteed accel
catch. The sha
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proportional to the amount of the total catch taken
within a defined coastal zone.

The remainder, as well as the unused allotted
ticipants on
participant
from both

of any member nation, according to the conservation
regulations established by the organisation.

In considering the format for institutional
arrangements for any proposed management organ-
isation it is important to consider the unique
characteristics of the tunas as well as the fisheries lor
them. The populations of tuna extend over broad
geographical areas and the vessels that fish for them
congregate wherever the abundance of tunas is
highest, many vessels fishing in two or three oceansin a single yeat. The markets for tuna aÍe
international, as are many of the companies that
process and market them. Because of this wide
geographical distribution it is economically more

expedient and logistically more efficient to collect
basic information over broad areas.

Any management actions taken in one area affect
the fisheries of othe¡ areas. Surveillance systems for
monitoring the effectiveness of conservation regula-
tions are essentially the same for a major share of
the tuna fleets of the wo¡ld. For all these reasons,
and others, broad regional bodies for the manage-
ment of tuna would be much more efficient in
attaining the goals of international tuna manage-
ment. In fact, a single world-wide body would be
desirable for efficiency and expediency in collecting
statistical information, condücting iesearch, anã
carrying out management. However, because of the
large number of states interested in tuna and their
fisheries it does not appeff likely at this time that
such a body can be created. It does, however,
appear possible and desirable to broaden the
responsibilities of
newly created one
them to deal with
above. Once such regional organisations are
established, they can work under the guidance of a
co-ordinating council made up of a subset of the
membership of the regional bodies. With experience
and time, such an amalgam of regional bodiès with a
co-ordinating global council could evolve into a
single, effective, world-wide body.

In conclusion, if the tuna resources of the world,
as well as the other migratory species, are to be
managed effectively, and their future abundance
ensured for the enjoyment of future generations, the
nations of the world will need to work in unison,
compromising and sacrificing for the benefit of all
mankind.

DtscusstoN
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Skipjack tuna stock identification

by B. J. RICHARDSON
Geneticist,
Depaftmeni of Population BiologY,
Research School of Biological Sciences,
Australian National University, Canberra, Austalia

BECAUSE of the highly migratory behaviour of
skipjack tuna (Katsuwonus pelamis) the same group
of fish can expect to be fished by different people at
different times. They are therefore caught by
fishermen of many Pacific Ocean countries.
Obviously all those countries that find a particular
group of tuna passing through their areas will have
to work together to make the most efficient harvest
of that group.

To reach a satisfactory agreement among the
countries it is necessary to know which of them are
involved in harvesting a particular "group" of tuna.
The nature of this group is the first problem.
Obviously it is larger than a single school and clearly
it is smaller than the entire tuna population of the
Pacific Ocean. The group can be defined as the
smallest self-sustaining genetic unit found in nature.
That is, it is a group of tuna schools found in a

particular area of the Pacific Ocean that are replaced
by their own offspring, not by the offspring of other
tuna groups. If all the tuna in this group were
caught, then either they would not be replaced at all
or they would be replaced only slowly by migrants
from other groups.

An example, in practical terms, of why this
information is needed can be asked in the question:
Would overfishing around Fiji adversely affect the
New Zealand fishery? If both New Zealand and Fiji
are harvesting the same group of tuna, the answer
must be yes. If each country is catching fish from
different groups, the overfishing would not directly
affect the New Zealand fishery.

Identifying natural groups

There are two main ways to identify natural
groups of fish. Firstly, one can tag fish and then
iecaptore them later elsewhere. The range of
movèment of many recaptures shows the range of
that group of fish. This technique also gives valuable
informatiõn on growth rates and survival and is

widely used for such PurPoses.

Secondly, one can use genetic methods. As the
members of a group give rise to the next generation
of that group, the animals in an area are genetically

related to one another but relatively unrelated to
tuna belonging to other groups. A similar situation
can be seen in hunran populations where hair colour
and eye colour arr: genetically inherited characters.
Blond, blue-eyed lìwedes are more closely related to
each other than they are to dark-haired' dark-eyed
Italians (that is, the frequency of genes for blue eyes

and blond hair are much higher in Sweden than they
are in Italy) and the two groups constitute two
different "stocks".

The process of identifying stocks of tuna is similar'
One loòks for gerLetic variation in the fish and then
looks to see if sðhools in different parts of the species

range have different frequencies of the gene' If the
getré frequencies are markedly different, the fish
õome from different breeding stocks. However, if
the gene frequencies are the same, it does not follow
thaithe fish canre from the same stocks, as t\ryo

stocks may have the same gene frequency by
accident. Looking at a series of different genes

would clarify the issue.

Unfortunately it is not possible to find such easily
identifiable genetic characters as hair or eye colour
in fish; so more complicated tests have to be used.
Differences in particular proteins aÍe usually
inherited as simpJe genetic characters, and as many
different kindJ of proteins can be detected
specifically, the result is a useful set of genetic
characters, which can be studied.

Electrophoresis

The laboratory' technique used in the study of
skipjack tuna is called electrophoresis and results in
the separation of proteins by their electrical charge
and size. The cha.rge and size of a particular protêin
molecule depend on its structure, which is set
genetically. The "'blueprint" used for the construc-
tion of a protein is carried as a gene in each cell of
the body, and is inherited from generation to
generation in a siimilar fashion to blood groups.

Electrophoresiti allows the detection of genetic
differences between animals when more than one
"blueprint" for zr particular protein is present in a
population. The relative proportion of one of the
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alternate forms of the protein in a population is
described as the gene frequency. Many different
proteins can be studied. Some of them are found in
blood cells and some in liver cells and other tissues
of the body. For the tuna work done so far blood
proteins have been used. During the last year other
tissues have been examined in an effort to find new
useful genetic characters.

Skipjack tuna have now been studied from many
parts of the Pacific Ocean, and two differeni
proteins have been typed (Fujino 1970). The first,
transferrin, has not proved useful, because the same
gene frequency is found at many places in the pacific
Ocean. The second protein, esterase, is found in
three different genetic forms. The frequency of the
common form in different parts of the pacific is
shown in Fig. 1. Clearly the gen
ferent for populations from diff
Pacific Ocean. In the eastern
frequency is less than 0.55, but in
(_Papua 

_New Guinea, Palau, and Japan) it is greater
than 0.55. It might be concluded from this that at
least two different genetic stocks of tuna exist in the
Pacific; in Hawaii schools of either genetic stock may
be found.

The problem with the "two-stock" hypothesis is
the heterogeneity within each stock. That is, the
different schools sampled in New Guinea waters do

and that the western Pacific stock in reality consists
of two or more stocks.

N.Z. data

The New Zealand data also present a problem, as
they do not match either the eastern or western
genetic stock in gene frequency. Perhaps the New
Zealand tuna belong to a third stock found in the
south central Pacific. Alternatively they may be of
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mixed origins like the tuna of New Guinea, but
consist of fish from the eastern and western stocks.
However, the distribution of the genes within and
between schools makes this possibility unlikely. The
difference in gene frequency between 797Ç77 and
earlier years is also difficult to understand. Perhaps
last season's fish had a different origin, as they were
a different size from those of the previous year.
More work is needed to resolve the problem.

Clearly it is important for the New Zealand fishing
industry to determine the origin of the fish that come
to New Zealand. This question might well'be
anslvered by the programme being organised under
the auspices of the South Pacific Commission.
Samples for genetic analysis will be taken from fish
from different parts of the south-west Pacific. In
addition, large numbers of fish will be tagged and
released. The return of some of these tags by
fishermen who catch the fish will allow relevant
ideas produced on the structure of Pacific skipjack
tuna stocks to be tested.

Furwo, K. 1970: Immunological and biochemical qenetics of
tvnas. Transactions of the American Fßheries-society 99:
15218.
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Australian pelagic fisheries and the 200-mile fishing
zone

by M. A. STURMAN
Economîst,
Fisheries Division, Department of Primary lndustry,
Australían Department of Agriculture, Canberra, Australia

THE impending implementation of a 200-mile
fishing zone has accelerated the need to develop and
manage Australian fish resources in deeper waters
and/or in more remote geographical areas. Austra-
lian in-shore fisheries are now heavily exploited and
there is limited scope for further development. This
is particularly so in the rock lobster, prawn, scallop,
and abalone fisheries, where management regimes
have been introduced to contain further increases in
effort. In addition, the demersal fisheries near the
large population centres are also heavily exploited,
and administrators are now calling fo¡ economic and
biological data to assess the need for management
controls. However, some scope exists for further
exploitation along the south-eastern continental
slope and the continental shelf around Tasmania and
South Australia, including the Great Australian
Bight. Indeed, Australian fishermen are now
moving into these areas with the aid of additional
resource data from exploratory fishing programmes
which provide a better indication of the economic
feasibility of commercial exploitation. There is also
scope for Australian participation in the northern
and north-western trawl fisheries, where foreign
fishing interests are extremely active.

The pelagic fisheries, with some exceptions, are
less heavily fished and there appears to be room for
development in several of these fisheries, some of
which are also exploited by foreign interests. This
paper deals with the future role of Australian
fishermen and foreign fishing interests in the
exploitation of these underdeveloped fisheries
within the framework of a proposed 200-mile fishing
zone. Initially, it will be necessary to discuss the
rights and obligations of the coastal state under a
convention likely to be adopted by conference on
the law of the sea. The paper will describe the
present status of the pelagic fish resources and the
industry using them. It will then discuss the factors
that have inhibited the industry and what incentives
are needed to induce Australian fishermen to move
into these deeper water fisheries. Finally, it will
consider how and to what extent foreign fishing
interests might participate in the exploitation of
these resources.

Law of the Sea Cronvention

If it is assumed that the provisions of the Law of
the Sea Conventio:n about the use of living resources
are adopted by the Australian Government,
Australia would eriercise sovereign rights over these
resources and would:
o Have the responsibility to conserve and manage

the fish resourc:es of the 200-mile zone.
o Determine the total allowable catch for the

various species.
o Enable Australian industry to take all the catch it

could.
o Be obliged to permit foreign fishing interests to

exploit the surplus of the catch.

The determinati:on of the total allowable catch for
each species is a matter for the coastal state. It can,
of course, be set at a level that is compatible with
management objectives determined by the fisheries
authorities of the coastal state provided they are in
accordance with the spirit of the convention.

Discussion is continuing on the need for
international control of the migratory species such as

the tunas and on the extent to which coastal states
should manage the resource while it is in their
fisheries zones.

The pelagic fisheries

A world map |f zooplankton production in the
FAO publication Físh Resources of the Ocean shows
that Australian waters are not conspicuously
productive and so the catch in fisheries established in
these waters is not as high as in those fisheries in
waters where productivity is very much higher.

In 1975-:76 Australian marine fisheries yielded a

total catch valued at $143 million. Of this catch rock
lobster and prawns amounted to 53 000 t, valued at
$84.7 million; ntolluscs 20 600 t, valued at $20
million; and finfisrh 60 000 t, valued at $37 million.

The main pelagic fisheries within a 200-mile zone
are: southern bluefin, skipjack, and other tunas;
Australian salmon; jack mackerel; snoek; Spanish
mackerel; Australian pilchard and anchovy; and
light fish.
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Southern bluefin tuna
The Australian fi sively

on the taking of juv ea off
the Eyre Peninsula ff the
southern coast of New South Wales. The fish are
between 2lz and 4 years
some larger fish may wei
of about 80 boats works
'Wales and South Australia.

The bulk of the catch is taken by the pole and live-
bait method, though in recent years some purse
seiners have worked in the fishery. Because of
concern about the effect of operation of these vessels
on the resource a maximum of only six purse seiners
are permitted to work in the fishery. They have,
however, proved to be largely uneconomic because
of high operating costs and the limited availability of
the fish and their low vulnerability to the gear.

In addition, the number of pole boats working in
the fishery has been frozen until further economic
and biological studies enable a decision to be made
about the requirements of a management regime. A
run of poor seasons in the New South Wales waters
has encouraged tuna specialists to diversify into
trawling.

Japanese fishermen long-line for adult bluefin (6
to 8 years old) further off shore in the Tasman Sea
and in the Indian Ocean. The catch of southern
bluefin
more
operati
access

crews.

Skipjack tuna

sually taken incidentally.
purse seiners took about
astern waters. Fish taken

in Australian waters are usually in the weight range
of from 2 to 6 kg.

relationships of fish off the south-east Australian
coast with other skipjack stocks are not clear at this
stage. These relationships will affect any manage_
ment which may be introduced.

The fishery is only lightly worked and there is
scope for further exploitation. The reluctance of
many Australian fishermen to fish the resource is
largely due to lack of knowledge of range,
availability, and vulnerability of species to various
types of gear, and it is clear that the Australian
industry will exploit the resource only when the
economics are more favourable.

The relatively low
as against that of bl
exploitation of skipja
bait has also been a

Other tunas

account the effects of the greater effort on the
stocks.

If a convention does permit a coastal state to
cont¡ol the management of these species, there is a
possibility of Aust¡alian interests establishing a
surface fishery.

Australian salmon

The Australian salmon (a member of the family
Arripidae) is distributed along the southe¡n coast
between Sydney in the east and perth in the west.
There are two subspecies. The western subspecies is
subject to licence limitations. Because of stiong in-
shore schooling habits ir is accessible to beãch-
seining operations. Production in 7974-75 was about
5500 t. About 90Vo of the catch is canned for
domestic consumption.

. fh" fishery is fully exploited, and participation in
it by foreign interests is unlikely to 

-be 
considered.

Jack mackerel
Jack mackerel is distributed in Australian waters

over the continental shelf from Shark Bay in
Western Australia to Newcastle in New South úales
and south to Tasmania. A potential yield of
100 000 t in eastern waters has been estimãted, but
this has yet to be confi¡med.
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problems will have to be overcome before there is
iarge-scale exploitation by Australian interests.

There has not been any interest by foreign firms in
the fish; nor is any likely in the future. The bulk of
the resource is over the continental shelf and fairly
close in shore.

Spanish mackerel

This coastal pelagic fish is heavily fished between
Torres Strait and Tweed Heads on the east coast'

and labour problems could be solved.

Snoek

15 000 t.

Its future development will depend on increased
knowledge on the occurrence of the fish and its
behavioul. There has been little interest by
foreigners and there is unlikely to be any in the
futuré. It is caught fairly close in shore by trolling'

Pilchards and anchovies

Pilchards are found in the bays, inlets, and coastal

rvaters of all Australian states from southern

Queensland around the south coast to 'Western

Australia.

Southern anchovies are found in bays and in in-

shore and off-shore waters off South Australia,
Victoria, Tasmania, and southern New South Wales'

Production has fluctuated between 3000 and
of the catch is taken
Lakes Entrance for
st is taken bY beach

seining in bays and estuaries.

There appears to be a potential for greater

exploitation of cluPeoid fish'

Light fish
f light fish
the upper
coasts of
fish meal

production or silage. However, they are difficult to
'harvest, 

and the only feasible technique for taking
the resource would be by mid-water trawl' Further

biologicat and exploratory work needs to be done to
definé the extent of the resource and its magnitude'

Development of underexploited resources

This review of the pelagic resources indicates that,
with the exception of the southern bluefin tuna and

Australian salmon, the fisheries are lightly
exploited. There is scope for extending,production
of snoek on the t;outh coast, and jack mackerel
stocks in the same area have yet to be intensely

The resources clescribed are mainly exploited by
relatively small inriependent owner-operator fishing
enterprióes. The size of the vessel and fishing
strategies are determined by several factors'
including:
o The extent ancl range of the resource.
a "seasonality" <lf the resource'
. Vulnerability to gear.
¡ Availability of markets.
. Operating costs.
¡ Product price.

The development of underexploited fisheries

resources. These factors can be summarised as:

The inability of private firms to take advantage of
the benefits of exploratory fishing because of
the common property nature of the resource'

The reluctance to invest in large vessels and gear

when there is a lack of adequate information on
the catch rate, "seasonality"' and vulnerability
of the resour

The high caPita sels as well as the
highèr cost < vessels'

Theãifficulties on suitable terms
and conditions for developing fisheries'

The difficulty of obtaining suitable crew and of
establishing market outlets'

It appears th¿Lt industry is reluctant to invest in
high-cãst, risky ventures unless the chances of

success are reas,onable, and it would like to have

sufficient resource data to enable it to assess more

accurately the dsks of commercial exploitation of
underdeveloped fisheries. Industry, in a series of

meetings wiìtr a working group set up by the
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Australian Fisheries Council to consider the

To ensure better resource data the Australian
Government is providing substantial sums to State
and Commonwealth research institutions for biology
resource surveys and for exploratory fishing pro_
grammes.

The Commonwealth Government has allocated a
sum of $200,000 to
Account for experi
deeper waters and
the local industry.
south-east is now being undertaken to establish the
viability of commercial fisheries. Funds have also

Industrial Research Organisation and the Depart-
ment of Primary Industry of the Austrãüan
Department of Agriculture.

In addition, CSIRO is examining the extent and
range of pelagic resources (principally jack mack-
erel) in oceanic waters. The 

- státe fisheries
authorities are also making a contribution to the
development of the resources. The New South
Wales research vessel Kapala has been exploring the
continental shelf and upper slope adjacent to New
South Wales to assess the magnitude and composi-
tion of the resources in these areas. The Victôrian
research vessel Sarda is surveying resources in
western Bass Strait.

vessel in Australia. If the after-subsidy price (25%)
is higher than the price of an imported vessel, he wili
be permitted to import a new vessel or a secondhand
vessel of equivalent cha¡acteristics, The Australian

New Zealand fishermen seem to be more
adequately catered for in the provision of finance on
suitable terms and conditions. In Australia the bulk

made available by
supplemented by the
Bank (which is a

Indusrries Assistance c"--i::ij:-o""tlåt"ål;
authority which examines the need fo¡ assistancê

d by industry in
the question of
dustry, and the

into account in conside.i'g tinunlåTolffiiiååi?l:
the fishing industry.

Participation by foreign interests

Under a proposed convention Australia will have
to determine those fisheries in which she will be
obliged t_o consider participarion by foreign fishing
vessels. Obviously there are a number of fisheriei
which are now heavily exploited by Australian
fishermen, and industry has been assurêd that under
no circums e
permitted t g
group I me e
fisheries or e
likely to be stocks surplus to Australia's require-
ments and is considering the regime for determining
who should participate and on what terms anð
conditions. I cannot pre-empt the decision of the
committee, but can at least mention some of the
issues they will have to grapple with.

One of the most important considerations is the
basis on which foreign fishing interests should be
permitted to participate in a fishery not adequately
exploited by the fishermen of the coastal state.
Clearìy the form of participation can range from one
in ¡vhich the enterprise is permitted 1o operate
without restriction through to one in which the
enterprise is subject to a wide range of conditions,
including various forms of joint-venture arrange-
ments.

In certain fisheries a local enterprise may not be
able to operate viably, for example, the tuna long-
line fishery in waters adjacent to Australia. Tlie
benefit to the coastal state of foreign participation
may then be maximised by permitting the fòreign
fishing enterprise to continue to operate subject to a
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licence fee and/or royalties. Apart from the revenue
from fees and/or royalties, no other economic
benefits (from shore-based activities) are obtained.
Insistence on such arrangements may result in

could nullify any benefit
e long term. Phasing out
become possible if the
changed that participa-

tion by local fishermen became feasible.

In other fisheries it may be feasible to impose

additional commitments on foreign fishing enter-
ation in the
ommitments
d facilities to
; or the need

to supply sers in

eustiátiã vessel

in Austr could

generate secondaty benefits for the Australian
fistring industry and the Australian community.

Joint-venture arl:angements are the most common
strategy for developing countries to accommodate
participation by foreign fishing interests. In these
venturès the coastal states can participate in the
ownership and control of their off-shore fishing
activities and, at the same time, reap the benefits of
foreign risk capiterl.

The coastal state can stipulate many conditions in
joint-venture arangements to safeguard and pro-
mote its economic: interests. The precise form that
joint ventures t
attached by both I

particular circumsl
fishery, availabilil
background of the Australian partner.

DtscussloN
at the recent failure of an

meal-reduction Plant
ired a huge through-Put
company proved to be
of oþeration, and this,

combined with unfulfilled optimistic assumptions about
catch rates, resulted in the company's collapse.

There was still confidence in pelagic fishing in Australia,
but it was thought that perhaps two smaller vessels, rather
than one large vesr;el, should be used.
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Historical trends in New Zealand's sea temperatures

by L.J. PAUL
Scientist, Fisheries Research Divisíon,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Weltington

FISHERMEN in northern New Zealand's develop-
ing pelagic fisheries are aware that oceanographic
conditions are not constant, and that as well as
varying seasonally they can change from year to
year. An important question is: What is an average
year? This paper examines variations in New
Zealand's coastal environment, with particular
reference to sea and air temperatures, and discusses
the implications for pelagic fisheries.

My own work for the past few years has been on
snapper, Chrysophrys auratus. It has become
increasingly clear that several biological characteris-
tics of this species, and subsequentiariations in the

New Zealand.

In general terms, the distribution and abundance
osely related to-
temperatures. The
variations in catch

rence of suitable se3 temperatures on fishing
gròunds can greatly affect thè success of a fishinf
season.

Sea surface temperature
different processes. Firstly,
particularly in shallow bays
climatic events such as diréct

d and sea. Secondly,
ndicate the presence
currents, as well as

imatic events. Both
these factors control coastal water temperatu¡es
around northern New Zealand. It is ìherefore
appropriate to examine New Zealand's climatic
history for trends which might be influencing this
country's developing pelagic fisheries.

Auckland temperatures
Most long-term New Zealand sea temperature

records are taken in harbours and other shallow
areas strongly influenced by local climate. However,
sea temperature records from the Leigh Marine
Laboratory north of Auckland, though taken at the
coastline, do reasonably reflect changes in the outer
Hauraki Gulf, where oceanic water and conditions
have some influence. Ten years of data are
available, and mean temperatures for each month of
the year can be calculated. Monthly variations of
tempe,rature away from these means (Fig. 1A)
exclude the effects of summer warming and winter
cooling. It is clear that the last two (1975-76 and
197Ç77) summers have been cool-about 1'c cooler
than the lO-year mean-but not as cold as the 1968-
69 summer. There is also some sort of cyclic pattern,
with three warm peaks, 7967, 1977, and 7i74, and.
cold spells in 1968-69, 1972, and 1976.

is apparent in Fig. 18,
thly air temperatures for
is examined here as an

localities show similar air temperature variations
over- the-same period supports the validity of the
Auckland record.

New Zealand seas

^ 
It might be argued that this agreement results

from Auckland and I,eigh tempãrature readings
both measuring the local Áucklanã cümate. How d'o
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measurements of the oceanic water surrounding
New Zealand compare with these in-shore sea and
air temperatures? In facf, they show similar
fluctuations. For several years the New Zealand
Meteorological Service has been preparing sea

temperature cha¡ts of the Tasman Sea and south-
wesi Pacific Ocean, once every 5 days from ships'
reports (Trenberth 7973a). These define the areas

which have been warmer or colder than the 10-year
average, and in my opinion they clearly show that
the wãrm and cold periods measured at Auckland
and Leigh are typical of changes occurring over large
sea areas around New Zealand. For example, 1974

was warm, but cooling, and 1975 fluctuated around
the lO-year average.

It seems that coastal air temperatures in northern
New Zealand, when considered in terms of months
and years rather than days, are a reasonable
measure of sea surface temperatures. Warm
atmospheric weather is associated with warm sea.

Trenbèrth (1973b) was able to relate weather and

sea surface temperature patterns for the autumn and

winter of. 7972, and subsequently (1975) demons-
trated a relationship for the period 1959-72. New

Zealand's weather and ocean currents derive mainly
from the west, but it is the changing strength of
northerly and southerly components in the flow of
air and water that causes the observed variations in
temperature. (Rer:ent climatological research sug-
gests that though the relationship involves much
more than just simple warming and cooling between
ocean and atmosphere, a better understanding of
fluctuations in oceanographic conditions in the -sea
area surrounding New Zealand will assist weather
forecasting in this country.)

Thus it ìs clear that during the past L0 years sea

temperatures around New Zealand have fluctuated
from warm to cor:l over large areas of ocean, and

over a time scale of several years between warm
peaks. The question d:

An average yea:: a

theoreticaistandard in
individual years can be measured.

There is no sinLple explanation for this tempera-
ture fluctuation. One important factor is the
presence of long waves in the atmosphere which
direct the flow of weather across New Zealand; we
tend to get lon¡¡ sequences of similar weather.
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amplitude, phase, and wave-length
waves produce the year-to-year

climate (Trenberth 1977). There is
eraction between the air and sea; sea

surface temperature anomalies often establish
atmospheric circulation pattems which reinforce the

Dickson 1976). The

,3ff"3'"Tffii:"äå
drive wa¡m surface

currents, or water masses, southwards, and vice
versa.

to attempt some predictions on the location of
favourable fishing grounds when these are known to
be variable.

Longer-term records
With a link betwe

and oceanographic
Iished, it is possible
deduce broad-scale

marine environment. Coastal water temperatures
are available for only the last 10 years, but air
temperatures go back further and are sufficiently
related to water temperatures to be used as a
measure of them.

Figure 2A shows average "summer" air tempera-
tures (October to March) at Auckland from-1910
onwa¡ds. They are plotted as actual temperatures,
fluctuating around the long-term mean of. 17.7"c..
The mid 1950s, early 1960s, late 1960s,
and early 1970s were all well above the mean.

Fluctuations

Air temp., Aucklond
onnuql summer (Oct-Mor) volues

A

onnuol winler {Apr-Sep) volues

Fig. 2: Air temDeratures at Auckland, r.(octoÞer_March) temp mean and theÍt]ic.ltild (ôalculated uy teasi-sq-u; ,r,ì*n. s-MË"ì wi'tei ures. Both therong-term mean and the rising trend r"gtå.rion ånãrysis¡ are service data.
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There are intermittent signs of both these in the
Auckla
long se

very lit
the mo
international meteorological and oceanographic
research, with good prospects of eventual success.

A warming trend?

Both the summer and winter graphs (Fig' 2A and

B) show another interesting feature, a slow rise in
average temPerature of at least L'c over the

past 60 or 70 Years.

It is therefore Possible to
summers against the slowlY
shows-as in Fig. 1A- that
They followed six average to very warm summers 1n

a row.

Thus the 1975-76 and L97Ç77 summers can be

resarded as either warmer or cooler than average'

ãli"t¿i"g on whether the long-term warming trend

is regarded as real.

(Salinger 1976a, I9t76b, Salinger and Gunn 1975,

Trenberth 7977).

Though a slow telrperature rise maintained for 70

years loóks to be th.e sort of trend which might well
ôontinue, it would be unwise to make this
assumption. In long
warming trend Pera-
tures cooled unt more
erratic. TemPeratr s in the

Southern Hemispl to rise'

Damon and Kune: this maY

indicate the onset effect of

cause and effect, there are no firm conclusions on
future trends.

Regardless of the longer-term trend, major
fluctuations in New Zealand's temperature are
inevitable. There rvas a cold spell in the mid 1960s

and another during the 1940s. There was a sudden
drop in temperature about 1900. In Dunedin
temperatures can be traced back to reveal a
particularly cold srpell over 100 years ago, in the
1850s and 18ó0s (lsalinger in press).

Fisheries implications

It is tempting to be ^t
several major wo:rld fi Y,
Californian sardinr; and e'
Greenland cod, Nlew England yellowtail flounder,
and others-have rleveloped or collapsed after shifts
in ocean cürrêrlLt systems, long-term climatic
anomalies, and te.mperature changes of a similar
nature to those undoubtedly influencing New

Air temp., Aucklond
onnuol volues, 10-yeor meon

1895-i904 1955-64 1965-74

Fig. 3: Annual air temperatures at Auckland, 1885-1974, plotted as a running l0-year mean. N.Z. Meteorological Service data'
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Zealand. There is a growing belief that stocks of fish

Some of these fishery fluctuations resulted from

recruitment of those pelagic fish
in the New Zealand region is
n, and it is a topic quite outside
aper.

Conclusions

What general conclusions can be drawn from the
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Noso fluence of hydrometeorological
conditions on the distribution and feaír:res of the ve¡iical

investigated and developed in the early 1970s when
the marine environment was much warmer than
usual, probably the warmest it has been during the
last millennium. The last two so-called cold summers
are in fact closer to the conditions which should be
expected in the futu¡e. Warmer summers will
certainly,occur again, but there is an equal or greater
chance that New Zealand is due fof much-colder
years.

the
the

that
the

commercially fishable range of skipjack and
albacore, and that we do not know how these
migratory species will react if New Zealand's seas
become colder.

Fisheries economists and company managers must
remember that if the fishable concentrátions of
skipjack and albacore remain north of New Zealand,
or eve¡ if the major coastal fishing grounds shift
from their present positions, the economics of New
Zealand-based fishing operations will change.

Noso
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L976' Fluctuations and trends in indices of the southern
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Satellites, sea temperatures, and skipiack

by D. EGGLESTON
Assistant Director, Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

and

L, J. PAUL
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

THE interaction of New Zealand's skipjack fishery
with others in the south-west Pacific Ocean, whether
inside 200-mile limits or on the high seas, will greatly
influence its management. How many other
countries do we have to share this resource with?
There appear to be several skipjack stocks in the
Pacific Ocean, but we do not know where the
skipjack caught around New Zealand come from, or
whe¡e they go at the end of our summer season.

As skipjack are very temperature sensitive, it may
be possible to deduce migration pathways and times
of occurrence from detailed sea surface temperature
charts of the south-west Pacific. Such charts are now
being compiled from data collected by United States
satellites.

Temperature measurements from satellites

Since 1970 several United States satellites have
carried infra-red radiation sensors. These measure
the thermal radiation emitted by the ocean surface
and the atmosphere, and from these the sea surface
temperature can be derived. The atmospheric and
sea surface temperatures are used primarily in
meteorological studies and forecasting, but the sea

surface temperature data a¡e also being analysed to
meet the special needs for oceanographers, environ-
mental scientists, and commercial fishermen.

This programme is carried out by the National
Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) in the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), which is part of the United States

Department of Commerce. The data are processed

intõ sea surface temperature charts by a fully
automated set of computer procedures, known as

Global Operational Sea Surface Temperature
Computatiòn (GOSSTCOMP), which is updated as

technological improvements and operational
requirements arise.

Polar orbiting satellites of NOAA now provide
daily global surveillance of the ocean's surface
temperature structure. A description of the
techniques used to measure, process, analyse, and
present sea surface temperatures is given by Brower,
Gohrband, Pichel, Signore, and lValton (1976).

Fisheries Research Division has been receiving
weekly summary charts of the south-west Pacific
Ocean since April 1976. Less detailed charts of the
Antarctic-Subantarctic region are also received. The
sea surface temperature patterns around northern
New Zealand do much to explain the characteristics
of the 197Ç77 skipjack tuna fishing season, as

described below. First, however, some of the
cautions necessary in using satellite sea surface
temperature map crharts must be mentioned.

comPuter Program-
detect and reduce
sive cloud cover for

remove cloud cover errors also results in a warm bias

in high gradient regions (fronts), with contours
displaced towards the warmer side.

Though single temperature readings are made
from areas of 7 by 19 km, to improve accuracy these
are averaged over J.arger areas (119 by 140 km to 199

by 313 km). There,is some overlapping of samples.
On a polar stereographic grid there are 255 by 255
data points per hemisphere. Various presentations
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Fig' 1: Relationship betwe-en summer water temperatures and oceanic and coastal currents in the south-west pacific Ocean. Surfacewate¡ temperatuies are for 1 Februarv 7977. rrbn NoAA sarellire ã;;;rã-ã"tr. Cuoã"ti-*ã"ãËèìi!äes are generalised fromGorshkov (1976), Brodie (1960), and Stanion (19ó9).
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of the data are available, and in the New Zealand
region a useful pattern can be obtained on a 0'5"

latitude and longitude grid.

The large area scanned for each data point is one

of the reaions why the measured sea temperatures

close to land are not reliable; the sea temperatures

shore.

Temperatures are analysed-to 0' 1'c, and isotherms

are diáwt at 1.0'interváls. Checks made by NESS

Ocean currents

Before examining il.it
is appropriate to loo s ln

the south-west Pacifi sea

southward deflection of warm water is clearly shown

by the isotherms. At about 34: S this subtropical

wãter turns eastwards to form the broad Tasman

Current, which impinges on the west coast of New

Zea],¿rnã. Here the trðnd of the coastline deflects it

northwards, apart from some which passes through
Foveaux Strait.

New Zealand's r:oastal currents generally run
northwards along the entire west coast and the east

coast of the South Island and southwards along the
east coast of the North Island (the East Auckland
and East Cape Currents). These currents result in
the water on the tvest coast of the North Island
(which comes from the west and south) being cooler
than the water on the east coast of the North Island
(from the west and north). North of New Zealand,
at 32-34 S, a Mid-T'asman Convergence recorded in
winter is believed to mark the boundary between
subtropical water r:oming directly from Australia
and thãt coming vi¿L southern New Zealand and the
Tasman Current. Neither this convergence, nor the
more northern Tropical Convergence aI 22-30 5

between the west-[lowing Trade Wind Drift and

east-flowing subtro¡rical water from the Australian
coast, shows clearly on sea surface temperature
charts, as the water masses involved are of fairly
similar origin.

The Subtropical Convergence is the boundary
between water of subtropical origin and subantarctic
water moving eastwards south of New Zealand (the
West Wind Drift). Surface temperature charts
clearly show this convergence extending eastwards
from Tasmania. In the New Zealandregion it lies off
the south-west corner of the South Island, and from
Banks Peninsula to the Chatham Islands on the east

coast (Fig. 1). It tends to be more strongly defined in
winter than in sunrmer (Fig. 2).

Skipjack

Skipjack are warm-water fish, though around New

Zealind-at the southern limit of their distri-

bution-they appeil to tolerate cooler water than

elsewhere in théir range. In the 7976-77 summer

small catcheS w€r3 maãe at 16'-18"c (Fig' 3), but
greatest catches were made atIg-2!'c' The effect of

t"emperature on cattch is more pronounced- on total
catcir than on catch per set; this presumably results

ñ; skipjack pu.ìe seining being an aimed

operation, 
"with ilne fewer schools seen in cooler

wãter stilt being successfully caught' Catch per set'

particularly catðh per successful set' was greatest at

ät'., tttougtt total catch was less, probably because

l,ess'water'of this temperature was found' 
^l 

22'c

ã"fy 
" 

small catch was taken (again, partly reflecting

littte fisiring at thir; temperature), but-the even more

distinct drõp in catch per set probably represents a
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TABLE 1: Monthly slghtings and c¡tches of skipjack ln the New
Ze¡land arcg., 197Ç77

s,u
ou
E
oF

tU

E
ot-

o

I
oI

November
Decembe¡
January
February
Ma¡ch
April

Sightings

(estimated Vo of
t) total

515 1.3
r L74 2.8

12 833 32.8
9 189 23.L

t5 624 39.4
402 1.1

Catches

Vo o1
(t) total

t57 2.1
207 2.7

3 t27 47.2
1 884 24.9
2136 28.2

40 0.5

Totol colch Number of sets Corch/set

fJ"'' E;.,s*,,,, ]3î:' Eg¡,]i[**,','

Key to Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

Fig, 3:. Catch, effort, and carch per effort for rhe toral Lg7Ç77
skipjack fishing season. Effort is measured as total number
ot purse-seine sets and number of successful sets.
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Fig. 4: Catch and effort lor the L97Ç77 skipjack fishing season, by arca [see G. Habib's paper on page 17], month, and sea surface
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Fig. 5: Catch per _effof fgr the 197Ç77 skipjack fishing
season, presented as in Fig. 4.

change in the skipjack's behaviour at the end of the
fishing season (G. Habib pers. comm.).

Monthly sightings and catches of skipjack are
given in Table 1, and the relationship betwèen catch,
effort, and catch per effort of skipjack (Figs. 4 and 5)
and surface water temperatures around northern
New Zealand (Fig. 6) is described below. In Fig. 6
weekly satellite sea surface temperature charts are
given for 23 November 1976 to 3 May 1977; these
cover virtually the whole skipjack fishing season.

The charts are simplified by indicating only water of
20"c and above (shaded area). Though good skipjack
catches were made in water of 19"c (the next
isotherm below the shaded area), the presence and
movement of 20c water as shown by these charts
more closely corresponded to trends in the skipjack
fishing season.

In November and December the 20c water lay
well north of New Zealand, apart from a small
tongue reaching North Cape in early December.
Sightings and catches were lotv, less than 3Vo of the
season's total being recorded in each month. It was
early January before 20b wate¡ reached and stayed
at the north-east coast.

For much of January the 20'c water was pushing
southwards like a tongue. In the centre of this
tongue, off Great Barrier Island, skipjack were
taken in quantity, particularly in January. It seems
likely that this warm tongue was the princþal
migration pathway of skipjack from the north to
New Zealand.

_ Sea surface temperatures warmed rapidly in late
January and early February, with 20 c water
extending well out to sea down the east coast. In mid
February cooling occurred, and isotherms retreated
north. Sightings and catches of skipjack declined in
February.

fn March 20'c water once more extended as a
tongue
coast.
though
C [see

In March, as east coast temperatures again
warmed, 20'c watet appeared for the first time on
the west coast of the North Island. From mid March
to early April a tongue ol2lcwater extended south
from Cape Reinga to New Plymouth, at first fairþ
close to the coast and later spreading westwards. It
was only during this time that skipjack were seen in
any quantity on the west coast, and large catches
with high catch rates were made in area J. The sea
surface temperature patterns suggest that these
skipjack moved south down the west coast rather
than eastwards from the mid Tasman. They may
have comprised part of the stock of fish which had
earlie¡ been on the east coast.

During April 20"c water was only intermittently
present along the north-east coast, and it was even

A+B

o

I
I
o(J
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cooler on the west coast. Of the season's skipjack
sightings only lVo was made in this month, and
catches lvere small. It may be that though
temperatures rvere still relatively high, autumnal
overturn and the breaking up of large warm areas
into smaller cells altered the skipjack's behaviou¡
and stimulated their northward migration away from
New Zealand.

By the end of April20"c tvater was once again well
north of New Zealand.

In the 197Ç77 fishing was

good agreement between j""\
áround northern New Ze and

"movement" of a tongue of 2lJ-c water detected by
satellite obsewations. This movement may have

been more apparent than real and indicates a pro-
gressive southward warming, rather than a south-
ward movement of surface water. We suspect both
processes were involved.

Other species

Pacific Ocean until they encounter the Subtropical

their migrations. They will certainly be valuable in
planning aerial spotting flights for albacore and

other pelagic species.

Sea surface temperature data may also be relevant
to understanding year-to-year variations in tempera-
ture and oceanographic conditions which affect

other pelagic species. These environmental varia-
dons ãre 

-likeþ to cause large fluctuations in
recruitment of New Zlæaland's coastal pelagic species

(mackerel, trevally, yellowtail kingfish, and
kahawai) as well as differences in migrations of
oceanic species.

Future developmentsr

This paper has described
sea temperature data in
distribution. It covers onlY
general relationshipr between skipjack and sea

ãemperatures in Néw Zealand remains unproved'
Thi use of satellite sea surface temperature data in

The weekly sate,llite sea surface temPerature
charts are received in New Zealand about 10 days

after the date to which théy refer. Il 1978 the New
Zealand Meteorological Service will acquire a

satellite terminal and computer facilities to process

sea surface temperature data from the New Zealand
region. There will then be a virtually same-day
service. In7978 also, the United States will launch a

TIROS-N satellite with a greatly improved sea

surface temperature sensing capability. It is already
clear that satellite-derived sea temperature data can

be of great value to oceanographers, fisheries
scientisti, and fishermen. These two new develop-
ments are sure to bring even greater benefits to New
Zealand's developing pelagic fisheries.
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Fig' 6: (above and right)-Weekþ sea.surface temperature charts for the New Zealandregion, from NOAA satellitemeasurements, r'ot the L97Ç7i skipjack fishing sèason (Novemuer to Áfril). wã"t 
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Blue mackerel, pilchard, anchovy' sprat, saury, and

lanternfish

by D. A. ROBERTSON
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agrículture and Físheries, Wellíngton

SEVERAL unexploited pelagic fish species are
common in New Zezland waters. They are blue
mackerel, pilchard, anchovy, sprat, saury' and
lanternfish. All except lanternfish are members of
species groups which form major fisheries in other
pãrts of the world. I will consider each species in
turn and give a few comments on our state of
knowledge or rather the lack of it.

Blue mackerel

The blue mackerel is closely related to Pacific and
Atlantic mackerels, which form major fisheries in
the Northern Hemisphere (the 1975 world catch
totalled 2.96 million t). This species is widespread in
Nofh Island and northern South Island waters (Fig.
1) as well as along the south Australian coast. On the
basis of aerial survey sightings and observations
from research vessels we believe that blue mackerel
is a potentially important commercial species. The
maximum recorded daily sighting is 10 000 t, but
because of the habit the species has of schooling

underneath kahawai or jack mackerel, aerial or
vessel sightings maY be low.

Very little is knorvn about the biology of the fish'
A few observations from purse-seine catches and

mid-water-trawl catches indicate that it is susceptible
to both fishing methods.

Blue mackerel appears to be a fairly fast growing
about 55 cm
catches have
nets, and I
ard has had

some success in a recent experimental light-fishing,
purse-seining programme'

If there is access to markets, there is probably no
reason ould not contribute
to the herY. It is therefore
import begin soon on the
relevant aspects of its biologY.

Pilchard
In near-shore temperate Pacific and Atlantic

Ocean areas several species of the pilchard genus

Sardinops contribute to important fisheries in Japan,
California, Cbile, and South Africa. InL975 the total

Marlborough Sounds area, though in the period
7942-50 the quantity landed was less than 1000 t.
Pilchards are sometimes on sale in North Island fish
shops, but there is no local fishery. The occasional
small catches made by lampara, teichi, seine, or dip
nets are used main.ly for groper bait and as live-bait
by tuna pole and liners.

During aerial suweys for larger pelagic species,
numerous bait-fisbr schools are often located in the
Bay of Plenty and in Tasman Bay as well as in otherFig. 1: New Tnalatd distribution of blue mackerel schools'
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Fig. 2: New Zezland distribution of pilchard.

scattered localities around the North Island. In 196g
Slack (1969) produced a consewative estimate of a
sustainable yield for New Zealand waters of 6000 t

Anchovy

fisheries. In1975 this group of anchovies contributed
5.25 million t to the total world catch, more than any
other single kind of fish. Of this total the peruvian
anchoveta alone contributed 3.5 million t. Most of
the anchovy catch is reduced to fish meal, a wasteful
w_ay of processing which can result in a loss of up to
85Vo of. the raw fish protein.

The southern anchovy, Engraulis australis, is
common and widesp¡ead in New Zealand waters
(Fig. 3) as well as along the south-east Australian
coast, but apart from a few small incidental catches
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by seine net and mid-water trawl no attempts have
been made to harvest anchovy locally.

Southern anchovy can be found around most of
the New Zealand coastline except between Banks
Peninsula and Foveaux Strait. Dense spawning
concentrations have been detected in thJ Bay oi
Plenty (where anchovy occasionally form "meat-
balls" when fed on by skipjack tuna), in Tasman
B"y, and in the southern fiords. Enormous
concentrations of planktonic anchovy eggs have
been observed in Milfo¡d Sound (my unpublished
data).

Before any fishery could develop in New Zealand

Sprat

In European waters the sprat (Spratns sprattus)
represents an important and expanding fishery.
Catches in and around the North Sea-Mediterranean
Sea area have increased from a total of.Z4I 000 t in
1970 to 993 000 t in 1975. Each year large quantities
of canned sprats-usually labelled',sãrdines',,
"brisling", or r<sild"-¿¡g imported into New

Fig. 3: New ZeaJand, distribution of anchovy.

2 to 5 have been linked to the wrong
transposed, and the two at bottom



Zealand. For example, of our 1976 fish imports, the
category "sardines" or "sild" totalled 857 t. These
were worth NZ$1.5 million and ranked second to
canned salmon.

A¡ound New Zealznd the species Sprattus
antipodum is.widely distributed (Fig. a). It is most
abundant around the South Island, especially along
the south-east coast, where large numbers congre-
gate for winter-spring spawning. In spite of its
potential importance, sprat remains unfished and
relatively unstudied.

On the basis of a recent survey of planktonic eggs

in the Canterbury Bight, Dr Colman, of Fisheries
Research Division, has conservatively estimated the
spawning biomass as 50 000 t. If the natural
mortality is 0.4, the yield for this area alone could be
10 000 t per year.

Saury

Sauries are a truly pelagic oceanic group of fishes
widespread in subtropical latitudes. Scomberesox
saurus, the species found in New Zealand waters,
has a wide range (Fig. 5) and is circumglobal in the
Southern Hemisphere. It also occurs in the North
Atlantic Ocean and in the Mediterranean Sea. New
Zealand occasionally imports this delectable fish
f¡om Mediterranean countries, and a close relative is
imported from the North Pacific Ocean, where
Japanese and Russians take large quantities in dip
nets after attracting the fish with lights. The north-
western Pacific catch peake d at 57 4 000 t in 1958 and
has declined gradually since.

Fig. 5: New 27æaland distribution of saury'

Surveys of plankton around New Zealand over the
last 6 years have irrdicated the presence of eggs,
larvae, juveniles, a¡rd adult saury specimens. The
adult saury grows trr about 25-30 cm, and though
large schools have been seen along the north-east
coast, it is not well lcnown as a common fish around
New Zealand. Nevertheless its frequent occurrence
in plankton samples during most months of the year
and its presence in fi¡na and marlin guts indicate that
the fish is common irr New Zealand off-shore waters.
What I find surprisirrg is that in spite of the apparent
abundance of saun¡ in the southern oceans, the
Japanese and Russians have not come down here
with lights and dip nets to test the resource. (This
may have been do,ne, but I have not seen any
published results apirrt from the brief and somewhat
unsatisfactory survelr off Fiordland a few years ago.)

There seems to be little information available to
suggest that saury could be fished around New
Zealand, but if they were catchable, and if their
behaviour is comparable with the north Pacific
species, Cololaibis saira,landings could be measured
in hundreds of tho,usands of tonnes.

Lanternfish
Lanternfish are (,ne of the most widespread and

abundant kinds of fish on the planet, but they are
normally found awa,y from the shelf and are so small
and dispersed that they have not been traditionally
harvested. By 1990 the lanternfishes could be
contributing more than 100 million t annually to the
total world fish catr:h (Gulland 1977). That is mo¡e

500 m
2000 m
ó000 m

Fig. 4: New ZealalLd distribution of sprat.
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than the present total world catch of all other species
combined of about 70 million t per year. In the same
year these predictions were made the first
commercial catches of lanternfishes were landed.
These were in South Africa, where pilchard seiners
larided L000 t of the common lanternfish, Laz-
panyctodes hectoris. This amounted to only 0.3Vo of
the country's pelagic fish landings. In the next few
years catches increased strikingly. By 1973 catches of
lanternfish ranked second to those of anchovy,
making up 9.4Vo (42000 t) of South Africa's total
pelagic fish catch.

About 70 species of lanternfish are found around
New Zealand. The commonest of these is the same
species as is landed in South Africa. This species is
distributed near land masses around the Southern
Hemisphere between latitudes 32' and 47 S and is
widespread around New Zealand (Fig. 6).

Large surface swarms of lanternfish have been
observed at night near White Island in the Bay of
Plenty. James Cookhas taken up to 200 kg per hour
vrith a fine-meshed mid-watei trawl. If a small-
meshed-seine fishery develops in northern New
7æa[arñ tvaters for anchovy and pilchard, lantern-
fish could perhaps be a valuable supplementary
catch. They could be processed into fish meal as in
South Africa, where a good-quality product with
high oil yields is obtained.

Conclusion

We appear to be witnessing the beginnings of a
new phase of marine exploitation around New

Zealand. Indications are that annual landings by
purse seiners and, perhaps, by mid-water trawlers
could soon exceed those of the t¡aditional bottom-
trawling fleet. However, in the light of present
developments, such as the apparent pending decline
of the trevally fishery, the likely competition with
super-seiners for local skipjack resources, and the
possible low resilience of the local jack mackerel
population to heavy fishing, I suggest that a
diversification of effort to include most of the six
pelagic species which I have just been considering
would be a means of strengthening the development
of pelagic fishing. In other words, the wider the
range of species contributing to the fishery, the less
dependent the fishery will be on the fluctuations in
abundance of any gne,species.

I have listed the six species under discussion and
have provided some conservative estimates of likely
yields for them (Table 1). Apart from those for sprat
these figures are not the result of careful biological
studies on population dynamics, but most are
informed guesses based on my impressions of local
abundance and to some extent on yields frorn similar
species in other parts of the world. I have not
considered such practicalities as catchability, gear
technology, the continued availability of fuel, or the
potentially serious aspect of removal of massive
quantities of protein from the sea.

T.A,BLE 1: Posslble snnr'¡t yields for unexploited pelagic species

Species

Blue mackerel
Pilchard
Archovy
Sprat
Saury
Lanternfish

Total

Yield (t)
3 000
9 000+

10 000+
10 000+

100 000?
20 000

tSZ mO+

Fig. 6: New Zeala¡d distribution of lanternfish.
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DrscussloN
Scofú for mid-water trawling experiments for smaller

catches were netted (for example, ofwhen large catches were netted -(Ior examPle' or

t;il;;elttfirih-pnropt *"t" needed to slìift catches to-¿ndoilchards) fish pumps were needed to shltt catcnes to ano

í.;;iËit*t"i holät. Plans we¡e being made to use V7' J'
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New Zealand squid resources

by P.E. ROBERTS
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

SQUIDS are thought to be one of the major links in
the oceanic food chain. They are extensively
distributed, present in vast numbers, and are
voracious predators as well as a major food itern of
marine mammals and birds. There are about 350
species of squids in the world's oceans and seas, and
they have been fished in some areas for many
centuries. Part of their value lies in the fact that they
have a larger proportion of edible parts than other
marine animals. The edible portion is 60Vo-80Vo of
the body weight, compared with 20Vo-50% in
marine fishes and 20Vo40Vo in shellfishes; the body
contains 1.6Vo40Vo protein (the same as fish) and
1,Vo-5% fat (Ampola 1974).

New Zealand fauna
Early studies (Dell 1952, L959a. 1959b) indicated

that the New Zealand cephalopod fauna contained
less than 20 species of pelagic or semi-peîagic sepioid

species of squids.

Many species a¡e small and probably of little or no
direct commercial interest, but at least five species
form the basis of fisheries in New Zealand waters or
elsewhere in the world. The two better known
species from New Zealand waters are arrow-squid,
Nototodarus sloani sloaní, and bioad-squid,
Sepioteuthis bilineata. The onychoteuthid
Moroteuthis ingens also grows to an acceptable size
and makes up a significant proportion of Japanese
trawled squid in New Zealand subantarctic waters
(Kawakami, Sasagawa, and Hamabe 1972); it is also
the most frequently occurring squid in sperm whale
stomachs from Cook Strait (Gaskin and Cawthorn
1967). The onychoteuthid Onychoteuthis banksii and
the ommastrephid Ommastrephes bartrami are
recorded from New Zealand waters (Dell 1952,
Kawakami et al. t972), but little is known of their
local distribution and abundance. In Japanese
waters tn 1974 catches of O. bartamí and

Onychoteuthis borealijaponicus (a species equivalent
of O. banksü) were about 17 000 t and 5000 t
respectively (Murata, Ishii, and Araya 7976).

Arrow-squid
The arrow-s quid., Nototo darus slo ani slo ani (Gr ay

1849), belongs to the family Ommastrephidae. In
this family the body is long and cylindrical, the
subterminal fins are arrow shaped, the arms have
suckers in two rows and are without hooks, and the
tentacle club has four rows of suckers; the
articulating apparatus Iinking body and head is of an
inverted T shape; the gladius (or pen) is simple,
poorly developed, and consists of little more than a
flat shaft for most of its length with a hollow cone at
the end (Dell 1952).

In the genus No/ofodarusboth ventral arms of the
male are hectocotylised, that is, the suckers are

thought to
es to the
this genus

There are four forms of N. sloani; these are
conside¡ed to be geographically isolated subspecies
which form a cline from New Zealand (N. sloani
sloanl through Australia (N. sloani gouldi McCoy
1888) and the Philippines (N. sloani philippinensis
Voss 1962) to Midway Island and Hawaii (N. sloani
hawaiiensís Berry 7912) (Voss 1963).

Occurrence

The arrow-squid occurs mainly in continental shelf
waters from northern New Zealand (34' S) to the
Campbell Island Plateau (52' S) and eastwards to the
Chatham Islands (Dell7952, Kawakami et al. 1972,
Saito, Kawakami, Hamabe, and Matsushita 1974,
Kawakami 197 6) . With the use of lights to attract the
squid, they can be caught by demersal or mid-wate¡
trawling and at the surface by jigging. In mid water,
specimens have been caught far off the shelf (to 150
km from the coast in depths of 1200 m with open
nets fished to 360 m). Some of these specimens were
up to 50 cm in dorsal mantle length (dml) and over
twice the weight of those normally caught by
commercial vessels.
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Lawal and juvenile arrow-squids (that is, 0-10 cm
dml) have been caught in nets and mid-water trawls
between the surface and 360 m around most of the
New Zealand coast (Anon. 1971: Figs. 30, 31;
Robertson et al. in press). In the Bay of Plenty
larvae and juveniles occurred in all months in which
mid-water trawling was undertaken, and they
appeared to reach a peak of abundance in July
(Fig. 1).

Juveniles (2-10 cm) (Fig. 1) also occur in
stomachs of albacore tuna (Thunnus alalunga)

than in other areas.

In a series of open mid-water trawls off the east
coast of the South Island (Robertson et al. in press)
juvenile arrow-squid were more often caught south
of the Subtropical Convergence than over the
Chatham Rise or to the north of the Convergence.
The apparently greater abundance in subantarctic
\Mater contradicts the suspected subtropical prefer-
ence of adults (Kawakami et a\.7972).In mid water
juveniles were caught only in deeper hauls (150-
300 m) and were absent from the upper 120 m.
Specimens of t0-22 cm dml ("adolescents") were
absent from mid-water trawls, which indicates a

change in behaviour at that size. Despite this,

2Ot n=4g November-Apr I 1g72-T6Albocore 
slomochs

o o5101520

'to

Dorsol monlle length (cm)

Fig. 2: Catch rate by Japanese squid-jigging fleet during the
1975-:16 season. Dots represent less than 25 t of squid
caught by all vessels; so no catch rate has been calculated.

20¡ n = 19 Morch 1974

ol J-
?ôr n = 33 MoY 1975'.I-r--.'

n=9 September 1975

Mid-woter trowl

adolescents are reaclily caught by jigging, when
artificiat lights are used for attracting squid.

Within New Zealand waters there are possibly
several non-interbreeding populations. Initial
studies with limited data indicated that there were
three subpopulationt; (Anon. I97L), but in more
recent studies eight subpopulations have been
distinguished (Kawakami L976). These groups are
defined by their distribution, spawning (or suspected
spawning) area, and the size at and season of
spawning.

The group which has been the main centre of
interest to the Japanese squid-jigging fleet lies off
the west coast of central New Zealand (Fig. 2). This
is called the "western autumn subpopulation of
squid attaining lat:ge-size" (Kawakami 1976).
Immature squid of this group are thought'to feed
south of New Zealand in December and January
until they are about 25 cm dml. They then migrate
northwards along the west coast of the South Island
to the Hokitika-Cape Farewell region, where
copulation takes pla'ce during February. After this
the female continues to mature and migrate
northwards to spa$Tl off the Taranaki coast in
March-April.

Other spawning groups occur over the Challenger
Plateau, in Cook Strait, off Three Kings Islands,
East Cape, and ovrsr the Chatham Rise, though
spawning takes place in different seasons in these
other areas. Northern groups spawn at a smaller size

than southern grouFts.

Growth
essed the opinion
22-35 cm), sPawns
7972, Saito 1976).
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This supposition apparently stems from indirect
negative evidence: firstly, no (or few) squid over
35 cm dml are caught by the two methods used
(demersal trawling and jigging); secondly, from
extensive tagging experiments carried out on the
related Todarodes pacificus in Japanese waters "no
specimen with a mantle size larger than 180 mm has
ever been recaptured more than a year after
marking" (Soeda, Shintani, Otsuki, and Nishimura
1953: page 3); and thirdly, after copulation and
spawning degeneration of body organs takes place
(Hamabe in Clarke 1966). More recent papers on
the ecology of T. pacificas and N. sloani have not
included any direct ageing data on fished stock or
any direct observations of vast masses of dead o¡
dying squid on the bottom.

The large female specimens of. N. sloani (3+
50 cm dml) caught by us in mid-water trawls west of
New Zealand indicate that at least some of the
population survives beyond one spawning. None
were in breeding condition (that is, the ovaries were
not developed), though they were caught in January
at a time when arrow-squid in that area are
preparing to spawn. A plot of length against weight
(Fig. 3) for the few large specimens shows tñat
growth in weight continues logarithmically between
34 and 50 cm and suggests that there is no loss in
condition in larger arrow-squids. The absence of
large specimens in commercial catches may be
caused by a shift from an in-sho¡e demersal-pelagic
to an off-shore mid-water habitat, perhaps accom-
panied by a negative attraction for light. This is
conjectural, but would help to explain their absence
from catches by demersal trawlers and jig-boats.

Feeding and distribution

Cawthorn L967), but a¡e unimportant in the food of
sea bi¡ds (Imber 1973,1975,1976, Imber and Russ
197s).

One puzzling aspect of the distribution of the
Japanese jig-fishing fleet is the concentration of
effort off the north-west coast of the South Island. In
gêneral the Tasman Sea is a biological desert. Maps
of nutrient and planktonic datã from the Nerp

the paucity of production
Roberts in press). There
tion of regular summer

upwellings along the north-west coast of the South
Island, and these result in considerable nutrient
enrichment in a fairly narrow near-shore band. The
relative attractiveness of this area to squid may be
due to the biological results of upwelling, not only
where it occurs, but also down stream because of the
time lag between nutrient availability, ph¡oplank-
ton metabolism, and grazing by zooplankton.

It is significant that the other spawning a¡eas of
the various subpopulations defined by Kawakami
(1976) also appear to be areas of nutrient
enrichment in maps prepared by Bradford and
Roberts (in press).

Future developnent

If the New Zealand arrow-squid resource is as
large as some Japanese scientists estimate, and if the
populations depend on the results of upwelling in the
above-mentioned areas, it seems essential that
future studies should be directed at obtaining further
measurements of the nature and extent of nutrient
enrichment around New Zealand.

Exploitation of New Zealand's arrow-squid stocks
appears to be beyond the manpower resources of the
country, and we may have to depend on foreign
fishing effort to maintain a continued harvest. The
effect of removing large quantities of protein from
the New Zealand region is unknown, but it may be
minimal, as much of the food in the region derives
from northward movement of nutrient-rich Antarc-
tic (to 60' S latitude) and Subantarctic (to 45" S
latitude) Surface Water and from upwelling.

01020304050
Length (crn)

Fig. 3: Length-weight distribution of arrow-squid from mid-
water-trawl samples off the west coast, South Island,
January 1976.
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Financial considerations in the development of the
pelagic fishing industry

by C. R. TAYLOR
Project Adviser,
Development Finance Corporation of New Zealand

SCIENTIFIC researchr into pelagic species in New
Zealand waters and limited commercial exploitation
have proved the existence of a resource which has
the potential to support a viable pelagic fishing
industry.

The resource consists of several separate fisheries,
each with its own characteristics anã each offering
different prospects for development.

Commercial exploitation of some of the fisheries
is more advanced than of others, and it is only
through further research and commercial develop-
ment that full economic utilisation of the resource
will be achieved.

Because of New Zealand,s present economic
situation and the foreign exchange that could be
earned from the pelagic fishing industry the resource
needs to be developed as soon as possible. However,
this._ development will be constrained by the
availability of appropriate finance, access to
profitable overseas markets, effective management,
and skilled manpower.

The catching, processing, and marketing of most
pelagic species will be economic ont! it the
operations are undertaken on a mediurn to large
scale. Because of the high degree of risk in tñe
developmental stage, petagic tishing is envisaged as

þeing combined with othãr estabúshed prolitable
fishing within the foreseeable future.

Important element
Finance will invariably be an important element in

the development of the industry, and it is the role of
finance and financiers in developmental projects
that is of prime concern to the Development-Finänce
Corporation (DFC).

The corporation operates in the somewhat
restricted field of proviãing medium-term loans for
plant and equipment and, in certain circumstances,
longer-term loans for vessels and buildings; it is only
one of several financiers from whom assistance can
be obtained.

_ In acting as a development banker, the DFC is
interested in not only the funding of the plant and

equipment, but in all aspects of the project-the
financial structure and methods of financing and
ensuring that the most appropriate mix of funding is
used.

A recent analysis of successful fishing industry
projects in which the DFC has been concerned
indicated that in the expenditure for working capital,
plant and equipment, buildings, and vessels an
average 35Vo was funded internally, 30Vo was funded
by the DFC, and 35Vo came from other sources.

This analysis indicates the normal extent of
external funding of total project expenditure and the
role of the DFC as only one of the several financiers
involved.

The com of any enterprise
undertaking oject dêpends oì anappropriate and sulficiency of
equity, cash

s from the
ng at least
assets and

Financiers, including the DFC, are not willing to
risk funds where the proprietors of the businessãre
unable or unwilling to place their capital at risk.

Cash flow is the life force of the business and iì
needed to ensure that the normal outgoings of the
business can be met as they fall due.

Profit provides the return for the risk and invest_
T."otl an operating margin against changing
srtuatlons, and a surplus to fund future expansion.

to arrange the most appropriate mix of funds for a
project. The cost of these funds varies according to
supply and demand factors, and from time to tlme
some types of funds will be very scarce.

- Before the most appropriate financial structure
for the enterprise can be determined all the
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implications of the project and the resources
required have to be considered.

The corporation's approach to determining the
optimal financial structure for a project is best
shown by a description of how projects are evaluated
and how those accepted are funded and their
progress is monitored.

Three steps

Basically the process falls into three steps. The
first is an assessment of not only the commercial
viability of the project but the enterprise as a whole.
This in itself is a complex exercise, as it requires an
in-depth understanding of all facets of the
enterprise-the fisheries that it exploits, the markets
it supplies, and the extent of the risks involved.

Generally the exploitation of pelagic species
demands a high degree of processing for consump-
tion requirements and sophisticated marketing of
the finished product.

Though the industry will eventually need to
process the species fully before export and gain some
control over the final marketing, this stage cannot be
achieved in the short term. Until it is reached it is
imperative that the risks involved in exporting
unprocessed or partially processed fish are fully
understood. The extent of these risks is but one
of the many facets of a project that need to be
analysed.

The second step is detailed planning of the
expenditure needed, the cash flow of not only the
project but the enterprise as a whole, and an
assessment of the sensitivity.

The optimal mix of funding and the sources of it
are then determined.

The "development banker's rule" of matching the
funding to the assets in terms of their respective lives
is adhered to as far as reasonably possible.

For example, working capital finance, which is
short term, is generally obtained from the trading
banks. The amount required is subject to the
seasonal fluctuations of the catching operation and a
fully fluctuating facility is arranged.

The high cost of shipping can also influence the
extent of working capital requirements, as often the
catch has to be stored until a sufficient volume is

accumulated to enable the processer to take
advantage of the lower cost of bulk shipping'

As an indication of the extent of working capitaì
funding, it is not uncommon practice for a company
to require a fully fluctuating seasonal facility of

between 30Vo and 40Vo of the annual sales value of
the pelagic species if jit is to take full advantage of
transport savings arLd overseas market oppor-
tunities. With any lower facility the company is
generally operating at a disadvantage.

Vehicles are short- to medium-term assets and
many are funded and
equipment are med d are

funded by the DFC. s and
are funded by the trlural Bank or, where appro-
priate, the DFC. Similarly buildings are long-term
assets and where possible are funded by the life
insurance offices or b¡r the DFC or the Rural Bank.

An alternative method of financing long-term
assets is by lease-back, and where a fishing comPany
has accumulated utilised tax write-offs, a lease-back
facility can be arranged on most favourable terms.
Generally the export incentives, investment incen-
tives, and depreciation allowances are utilised by
finance houses or other parties to reduce the cost of
the lease to the fishing company.

The role of the financiers does not end with
disbursement of the funds, and the DFC always
maintains regular contact with the client over the
term of the loan, a p:ractice in which it is not alone.
The monitoring of progress and revision of the
planning are the third step in the process.

No matter how thoroughly a project is evaluated
by both the businessman and financiers at the outset,
new projects can raise unforeseen problems: Here
the financiers are often called on for further
guidance and sometimes further finance to nurse the
project through its infancy.

The essential basis of project financing is
partnership. This connes, firstly, in the co-operation
between the businessman and the financiers in
arriving at a plan that is fully understood and in
funding the projecrl with an optimal financial
structure; secondly, in the development of a
harmonious combination of businessman's ideas,
enterprise, and capital with the advice and financial
assistance of the DI]C and other institutions; and
thirdly, in the mainternance of close liaison and of the
continuing support of all parties during the
developmental stage of the project.

fntensive processing

The consumer requirements for most pelagic
species call for intensive processing and because of
this the fishing industry witl be even more capital
intensive in the future than it is now. Though purse-
seine and other suitable vessels for pelagic fishing
will be of a comparable cost to similar-sized fishing
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vessels, the investment needed in processing
facilities to match pelagic catching capacity will be
considerably higher.

Generally $1 of investment in processing facilities
is needed to match $3 of new investment in prime
demersal catching capacity. Up to g2 of investment
in processing facilities is required to balance every $3
of investment in catching capacity for less preferred
demersal species.

Investment in pelagic processing facilities can
almost equal new investment in catching capacity if
processing is carried through to final product form.

As a direct result of this felationship the fishing

industry in future will be even more capital intensive
than it is now.

Because of the extent of unrealised potential of
the pelagic fishery and the capital intensive nature of
the fishing and processing operations, major capital
investment will be needed over the next decade if
New Zealand is to develop the pelagic fishery fully.

New Zealand can develop the fishery provided the
development is planned on a co-ordinated basis, the
plan is implemented without overextending the
industry's resources, and the relationship of the
entrepreneur and the financiers is developed on the
basis of a partnership.

DrscusstoN
It was explained that the Development Finance

Corporation usually made available term-loan funding,
but would take equity i¡terest to get a worth-while project
under way if no-one else provided money. The
corporation had finance for all New Zeala¡d industrial

ence in the
and industry
catches and
at tåe full

utilisation of New Zealand fisheries.
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Financial assistance for the fishing industry

by M. T. GAFFANEY
S u pe rvi si ng Ap p ra i se r,
Rural Banking and Finance Corporation of New Zealand

TO purchase and operate a

requires such a large amount
placed fishing on a similar footi
60-ft trawler might cost $275
sheep farm. A 7-year-old 60-ft trawler might cost

$140,000, the price of a dairy farm. Finding the
money to acquire a vessel is the foremost problem
that faces the aspiring fisherman.

The objective of the Rural Bank's lending policy is

to provide some assistance to help individual
fishermen into their own vessels where the normal
criteria of sound lending can be met.

In 1965 the Government introduced a lending
scheme for the fishing industry with the following
objectives:
o To develop the fishing industry.
o To increasè the number of independently owned

fishing vessels.
¡ To inèrease the number of larger-sized modern

vessels.

These objectives are important, because they
determine the lending policies of the Rural Bank.

The provisions of the scheme have been widened
from time to time, and today loans are available
from the Rural Bank for:
o Building of fishing vessels.
o Purchase of fishing vessels.
¡ Re-engining.
r Refinancing.
o Fishing gear and equipment.
o Improvements to fishing vessels.
o Development of rock oyster and mussel farms.
. Rake-ice plants.
o Processing plants.
. Rural export suspensory loans.

Oyster, paua, and rock lobster boats are excluded
from assistance.

Buitding of fishing vessels

The Rural Bank gives top priority to loans for the
construction of new fishing vessels, as one of the
Rural Bank's objectives in its lending to the fishing
industry is to increase the numbe¡ of larger-sized
modern vessels.

To qualify for loan finance the vessel should be
built to coastal fishing vessel standards. Not only do
the plans need to be approved by the Marine

Division of the Minist4'of Transport, but the vessel
has to be built under survey. The new boat should
also have a minimum rergistered length of more than

.10.668 m. This then ensures that the boat is subject
to an annual survey-a, most desirable requirement
for a lending institution. The vessel is to be kept
insured at all times and the insurance company and
the type of insurance cover are to be approved by
the Ru¡al Bank.

The term of the loan is up to a maximum of 15
years and the current interest rate is 7LVo.
Applicants are expected to contribute one-third of
the total cost and to put their money in first. The
Rural Bank will make progress payments, with the
first progress paymenll being subject to the prior
approval of the plans by the Marine Division and
lÙVo being retained pr:nding the issue of a survey
certificate.

Purchase of fishing vessels

The Rural Bank will assist suitable fishermen to
obtain their own fishing vessels. Such vessels should
have a minimum registered length of L2 m, be no
more than 15 years of age, have a current survey
certificate, and be fully insured at all times. There is
some flexibility with the 15-year age limit, and the
Rural Bank may consider older vessels if all other
aspects in the application are satisfactory. A
valuation is required rvhen a used vessel is bought
and this is arranged try the Rural Bank, with the
applicant meeting the cost.

Re-enqrning of fishing vessels

Here the criteria are the same as for the purchase
of an existing vessel as long as there is a need for re-
engining and the suitabifity of the engine is

established. The maximum term of such loans is 5
years, with assistance limited to two-thirds of the
cost, including installation, or $20,000, whichever is
the less.

Refinancing of fishing vessels

There is provisiorr fol the Rural Bank to
undertake refinancing of debts on vessels that
conform to Rural Bank criteria for purchase of used
vessels. An applicant would need to demonstrate a

pressing need for refinance and we would pay
particular attention to his past catch record. A
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higher rate of interest is not of itself sufficient reason
for refinance assistance.

FÍshing gear and equipment

These loans are available where the applicant is
changing his method of fishing, for example, from
seining to trawling, and there is justification for a
change. The same criteria as for the purchase of used
vessels apply. The term of the loan is up to 5 years
and the maximum loan is two-thirds of the cost or
$20,000, whichever is the less, with a minimum
application of $6,000.

rmprovements to fishing vessels

The Rural Bank will make money available to
enable improvements to be made to fishing vessels
for greater efficiency in fish catching, preservation,
and handling and to diversify fishing effort. These
loans, for a minimum of $2,000 and a maximum of
$20,000 could be used to buy such gear as radar or
refrigeration and chilling equipment.

Development of rock oyster and mussel farms

The Rural Bank will assist with the development
of rock oyster and mussel farms on the following
basis: The applicant is expected to have already
established himself urith the necessary lease-licence
and the required boats, equipment, and shore-based
facilities. Rural Bank assistance is up to 50% of
initial development costs, with loan moneys being
advanced by progressive annual payments subject to
satisfactory development progress. Loan limits are
$10,000 for rock oyster farms and $13,000 or $20,000
for mussel farms, depending on whether they are
long-line or raft mussel farms.

Flake-ice plants and cool stores

Finance is available for the building of flake-ice
plants and cool stores where it can be shown that
there is a need for the facility. Loans will be
considered for up to two-thirds of the cost and over a
maximum term of 10 years.

FÍsh-processing factories

The Ru¡al Bank lends money for the building of
fish-processing factories or for their extension or
upgrading. Preference is given to the smaller
companies and fishermen's co-operatives. The
reason for this preference is that the smaller
companies tend to have greater difficulty in raising
finance, apart from the fact that the Rural Bank
does not have an unlimited supply of funds.

What is expected of the applicant
The personal factor is the most important single

item in the application. You can have all the security

in the world, but all this ensures is a return of your
money in the event of realisation. A lender,
however, also wants a return on his money, that is,
interest, and it is the profits of the business that pay
the interest and it is the man who generates the
profits. The loan is personal to the bor¡ower and is
not transferable. The loan is immediately repayable
if the borrower ceases fishing operations.

In filling out his application form the borrower
states the method of fishing to be adopted, the area
to be fished, and his range of operations. These
arangements are accepted by the Rural Bank and
are not to be departed from without the prior written
approval of the Rural Bank.

We expect the applicant to be a full-time otvner-
operator who is active in the fishing industry. He
should be qualified and fully experienced in the type
of fishing he proposes to undertake.

The applicant should have a coastal skipper's
certificate and a second diesel trawler certificate
before he comes to the Rural Bank for a loan. We
will ask for specific details as to his work experience,
for example, the names of vessels he has crewed on,
vessels that he has skjppered or owned, and years on
each. We will want copies of his last 3 years'
accounts and may wish to look at his landing sheets
for the past L2 months to see how consistent is his
catch record. I may be labouring this point, but it is
to impress on you how much importance the Rural
Bank places on the "track record" of the applicant.

Security requirements

Where the Rural Bank is financing the building of
a new vessel or purchase of an existing vessel it will
expect to take a first charge over the vessel, whether
by way of a mortgage under the Shipping and
Seamen Act or a chattels security or debenture,
whichever is appropriate. For a company the
personal covenants of the main shareholders are
required.

The bank may look for additional security where
the vessel is olde¡ than the 15-year guideline or
where the applicant lacks suitable qualifications or
experience.

Arrears
Some fishermen-fortunately they are the excep-

tion-tend to put the practical day-to-day affairs of
their business first and to regard the meeting of their
financial obligations as being irrelevant to thei¡
fishing activities. The Rural Bank does not share this
view and insists that proper books of account are
kept and copies of annual accounts supplied within 3
months of the close of each financial year.
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In the bank's experience four points apPear
regularly when fishermen get into difficulties with
their loan repayments:

1. The person is not an active owner-skipper-
2. T:he vessel is laid up for repairs''
3. The type of fishing undertaken is changed and

requires expensive and lengthy conversion.
4. The applicant does not fish the number of days

per year that was stated in his application.

With the buoyant trading conditions being
experienced by the industry at present there is a
considerable demand for investment capital. Much
of this investment will come from the industry itself,
but a significant portion will come from outside
sources. An outside investor (and the Rural Bank is
just one of these) wilL want detailed knowledge of
the situations where he is invited to put his money.
The Rural Bank is a willing lender to the fishing
industry where the normal criteria of sound lending
can be met.

DrscussroN
registered length of 12 nn, though some concessions were
mãde for nerívessels between-10.668 and 12 m long.

The Rural Bank was ìooking at the question of making
loans available for smaller vessels, but only for those
fisheries which did not require, and could be economically
run without, larger vessels. Insu¡ance on vessels for which
loans were made should at least cover the value of the
loan, but was expected to cover the value of the vessel.

Rural Bank finances were mainly directed at assisting
individuals to obtain vessels, but loans were made to
processer-skipper combinations on an equal-share basis,
'with provisiohi for the skipper to purchasê the vessel over
the 15-year loan perioci.
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Goncluding remarks

by G. D. WAUGH
Director, Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

DESPITE any arguments you may have had with me
or the staff across the lectern or privately afterwards,
I think that you will agree that we are sincere in what
we are doing. We are concerned about New Zealand
and about the New Zealand fishing industry. We
have been honest, and where we don't know the
ansrver we have said so. We have explained our
shortcomings as well as we are able, and where there
are gaps in our knowledge we have tried to give you
some idea of what our thinking is. At the same time
we have indicated how we believe the fisheries may
be expected to develop in the future.

Secondary tùeme

Throughout this conference there has been a
secondary theme that I suspect most of you will have
recognised. This is that it is desirable periodically to
slow down, to take stock, and to see whe¡e tve are
going. Though it was not planned this way, this is
really what various members of the staff, both from
Research and Management Divisions, have been

glterprise or he would be doing somerhing quite
different and probably very dull.

From the point our
comments, ideas, or n my
division at any rate) total
¡esources and in te¡ms
of sectional in to some
of you, but I in your
heart of heart thij is a
reasonahle philosophy for a Government body
serving the whole of the New Zealand industry anä
the total economy.

IVell planned

I think that the arrangement of the papers at this

conference has been well planned, and there has
been an interesting "spin-off" in a variety of ways.

Bob Francis in his opening paper covered the
whole scope of the skipjack fishery and indicated, as
part of his talk, how much we still needed to know.
He made special reference to the biology and
physiology of the skipjack tuna and how these might
affect both their behaviour and their dist¡ibution.

This comment was neatly fielded by Barry
Richardson, who gave an able and interesting
account on the extremely difficult subject of stock
identification. I have heard biochemists and
geneticists talk before and for once I understood
what was being talked about, even though there is
still that great question mark in the middle of the
western Pacific.

George Habib covered the past season's skipjack
fishery and showed how different it was from the
previous one. Not only was the distribution of the
fish different, but so, too, tvere the sizes of the fish
that came here. It has become apparent that the
tentative conclusions we drew last year do not
entirely hold water. This only re-emphasises our
need to collect as many data as possible from as wide
a range of vessels as possible. In this way we can
build up a picture. All of us must know just how
much we can expect to take on average (and it will
be only on an average) from a fishery of this nature.

Small-boat fishery
rWhat George had to say was supported in a large

measure by Richard Cade with his observations on
the small-boat fishery for albacore and skipjack.
Both his and George's observations were in turn
complemented by George Clement's work and talk
about the aerial surveillance programme. The
limitations of aerial surveys for assessing resources
were explained. Nevertheless it was quite apparent
that though we could not say how many fish there
might be, the pattern of observations and the
differences between the two seasons were reflected
in the catches. Thus, though we might not be able to
make any absolute estimates, as we build up our
information base we might be able to make
comparative estimates season by season. This in turn
means that we might expect to predict from previous
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experience what the coming season's catch will be,
once the fish are sighted.

range forecasting with probably the same degree of
sucðess! Nevertieless, there were trends to be

be helpful in making some
far and how fast the whole

Don Robertson, on the other hand, illustrated
clearly how imPortant
you are dealing with,
âre dealing with onlY o
with two! TrYing to
programme to one species when in fact there are two
witñ dtterent growth rates and behaviour can lead
to big trouble. However, this does not alter his other
point-that the jack mackerel rèsource does present
ãn opportunity for further exploitation.

Less encouraging

to know how much timber you could expect to get

over 200 years from 10 acres of radiata pine and 10

acres of kauri. You would obviously get a lot more
boa¡d feet of timber from radiata pine, which you
could harvest every 20 years, than you could from

rowing kauri tree.
concern about the
seem to be fairly
s.

Dave's paper was followed by that of Gavin
James, who very correctly has painted a far from
cheerful picture about the trevally fishing in the Bay
of Plenty. Again it is up to the industry to make a
decision. What Gavin has pointed out-and we were
not aware of it before-is that these fish are being hit
in two different phases of their life cycle and the¡e
must be a limit to how much one can exploit them.
Perhaps, as I said earlier, this is one a¡ea where the
industry can make its own decision. It may be better
to concentrate on the pelagic phase of the life cycle,
when the fish are bigger, rather than on the trawl
phase. However, this would call for economic
judgment by the industry.

Regional organisation needed
rWhen the Minister spoke he made a reference to

the fact that we do not have an inalienable right to
the skipjack in our waters, and Jim Joseph picked
this up in no uncertain terms. His eloquent and
wide-ranging review of the present and the future
world fishery scene was well worth while.

It must be apparent to all of you that there will
need to be some regional and, probably ultimately,
some world organisation or scheme for managing the
tuna resources. Though Jim Joseph did not say so,
we may end up with a body like the International
Whaling Commission, which, despite its denigrators,
has done an admirable job for the whale resources of
the world.

It was gratifying to learn from our neighbours
across the Tasman that we seem to be ahead of
Australia in fisheries development. However, I
think we might follow up Miles Sturman's comments
on Fisheries Research and Trust Accounts, which I
know are being used for a variety of developmental
projects.

Plea for more research

Don Robertson in his paper on the smaller pelagic
species made a plea for additional research on them.
I accept this, but with our current commitments and
the limitations on staff we cannot do much more
work than we are doing at the moment on these
small fishes-gathering data as opportunity permits.
At least it provides us with some sort of basis from
which to work. If the industry does decide to engage
in this type of fishing, we will have some data and
may be able to provide some, at least, of the
ans\ryers,

Peter Roberts's paper on squid indicated that here
\ilas a very substantial resource about which we have
little information, though we have, as Peter pointed
out, some pretty good ideas. But here the question
is: Do New Zealanders fish them or do we license
somebody else to do so? This latter alternative may
be the most profitable way in terms of national
income for New Zealand to make the best use of that
particular resource.

Craig Taylor, in making his points on the need to
go to medium- or large-scale enterprise in pelagic
fisheries, indicated indirectly that the Development
Finance Corporation needs to be convinced of the
viability of the operation or of the potential
development by the entrepreneur. This means we
have to be able to provide an independent
assessment of the resource the developer claims he
will be able to harvest. I am glad we have had Craig
and Mike Gaffaney here because it enables them to
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I am sure you appreciated the blunt way in which
it was explained why the DFC is prepared to support
some enterprises and not others.

Appreciation

To all our speakers I say a special "thank you",
and on your behalf I thank the organisers from the
two divisions who have done all the preparatory
work for this meeting.

I also thank all the chairmen, who have kept us in
order, and, perhaps, with your indulgence, i could

single out Val Hinds, who, I thought, orchestrated
the panel discussion most ably.

Finally, to all of you who have come a long way to
listen and to participate: thank you so much for
coming. I certainly hope you have enjoyed this
session and feel that you have profited by it. This
type of interchange is obviously worth while and
should, I believe, be repeated. Whether we do so on
an annual basis or not is something that we will have
to mull ove¡ in the next couple of months. As you
will appreciate, this sort of meeting puts a fairly
heavy strain on our manpower and resources, and I
would hate to lose impetus and spontaneity by
setting up an annual conference that became dull
and routine. However, if any of you have any
suggestions about the frequency at which we should
have these meetings, I would be glad to have them.

BY AU'I'IÍORITY: E, C. KEATING, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND-1978 lsl4c-l}yt
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